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Who Do You Think You Are Kidding!, Colin Bean , 2003, 0954603400, 9780954603403. 

Regulating Energy and Natural Resources, Barry Barton , 2006, 0199299870, 9780199299874. Democratization,

globalization, and increased environmental awareness have had a profound impact on the regulation of industry in the

energy and natural resources sector. This book analyses the changes in character of the way this industry is regulated,

and seeks to make connections with theoretical perspectives on regulation as a major part of the modern legal system.

Part I examines the emergence of alternatives to regulation, such as 'soft law' in developing countries, the

EuropeanElectricity and Gas Directives of 1996 and 1998, the idea of regulation of company structure as opposed to

performance, multi-faceted government alternative regulatory instruments, and market mechanics. Part II analyses

conventional methods of regulation, and how they have evolved, including case studies from the Netherlands, the USA,

Singapore, New Zealand, and the UK. Part III looks at regulatory innovations such as environmental audit, self-

regulation, the 'Voluntary Action Plan', private-sector standard setting, and certification. Part IV examines the role of non-

state actors, and their response to national and supranational regulatory changes, and globalization. Recent shifts in the

perception of energy security, failures in energy company corporate governance, and evolving self-regulatory frameworks

renders this a timely and worthy examination of the issues facing the energy and natural resources industry today.

Email Power- How to Get What You Want from Every Email You Send, Steven Griffith , 2006, 0977011747,

9780977011742. A communications expert coaches readers on how to identify the hidden messages in any email, satisfy

customer complaints in one email, turn the most problematic emails into succesful outcomes, and more.

Mr. Unforgettable, Karina Bliss , 2011, 1742915809, 9781742915807. Luke Carter can never forget that he had been

abandoned as a child. And that's why the millionaire and former Olympian is driven to build his camp for underprivileged

kids in Beacon Bay. If only the rural New Zealand community trusted his motives. And if only the beautiful widow mayor,

Liz Light, would stop grieving long enough to prove where her loyalties lie - with Luke or her late husband - and show

him once and for all which man is truly unforgettable.

Elementry Alg Coll Stu and Math Int00 and how to Pk, Angel , 2003, . 

Economics Method, M. M. Burger , 1988, 0947054227, 9780947054229. 

Police Culture in a Changing World, Bethan Loftus , 2009, 0199560900, 9780199560905. This fascinating new title offers

an ethnographical investigation of contemporary police culture based on extensive field work across a range of ranks and

units in the UK's police force. By drawing on over 600 hours of direct observation of operational policing in urban and

rural areas and interviews with over 60 officers, the author assesses what impact three decades of social, economic and

political change have had on police culture. She offers new understandings of the policing of ethnicity, gender and

sexuality, and the ways in which reform initiatives are accommodated and resisted within the police. The author also
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explores the attempts of one force to effect cultural change both to improve the working conditions of staff and to deliver

a more effective and equitable service to all groups in society. Beginning with a review of the literature on police culture

from 30 years ago, the author goes on to outline the new social, economic and political field of contemporary British

policing. Taking this as a starting point, the remaining chapters present the main findings of the empirical research in

what is a truly comprehensive analysis of present day policing culture.

GUI Programming with Python: Using the Qt Toolkit, Boudewijn Rempt , 2001, 0970033044, 9780970033048. 

In Him Was Life, Malcolm Webber , 1991, 0962690813, 9780962690815. 

Maidens of Twilight, Issues 1-4, , Fred Perry, Robby Bevard , 2009, . 

Compilation of Selected Acts Within the Jurisdiction of the Committee on Commerce as Amended Through December 31,

1996: Environmental Law : Including Clean Air Act..., , , 1997, 0160549477, 9780160549472. 

Hamlet, Bananas and All that Jazz, Alan Durant , 1992, 0099975408, 9780099975403. 

Kaiapohia: The Story of a Siege, James West Stack , 1893, 0958343888, 9780958343886. 

Buzz Books 2013: Exclusive Excerpts from 40 Top New Titles: Fall/Winter, , 2013, . 

A Bill to Remove the Limit Imposed by Subsection (2) of Section 56 of the Race Relations Act 1976 on the Amount of

Compensation which May be Awarded ... and for Connected Purposes, Great Britain. Parliament. House of Commons ,

1994, 0103020942, 9780103020945. 

Principles of European Law: Mandate Contracts, ISSN 1860-0905, Marco Loos, Odavia Bueno Diaz , 2013, 0199568294,

9780199568291. The Study Group on a European Civil Code has taken upon itself the task of drafting common European

principles for the most important aspects of the law of obligations and for certain parts of the law of property in movables

which are especially relevant for the functioning of the common market. Like the Commission on European Contract

Law's Principles of European Contract Law, the results of the research conducted by the Study Group on a European Civil

Code seek to advance the process of Europeanisation of private law. Among other topics the series tackles sales and

service contracts, distribution contracts and security rights, renting contracts and loan agreements, negotiorum gestio,

delicts and unjustified enrichment law, transfer of property, and trust law. The principles furnish each of the national

jurisdictions a grid reference. They can be agreed upon by the parties within the framework of the rules of private

international law. They may provide a stimulus to both the national and European legislator for moulding private law.

Beyond this, they aim to further discussion about the creation of a European Civil Code, or a Common Frame of

Reference in the area of patrimonial law, by submitting a concrete model. The Principles of European Law are published

in co-operation with Bruylant (Belgium), Sellier (Germany) and Staempfli Publishers Ltd. (Switzerland).

Ultimate Lap Band Success: The Support Surgeon's Guide to Getting the Most from Your Gastric Band, Duc C. Vuong ,

2009, 0982220634, 9780982220634. In this interactive manual, "Support Surgeon" Dr. Duc Vuong offers essential
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strategies for Lap-Band(r) patients striving to maximize their weight-loss, overall health, and long-term happiness. Dr.

Vuong covers various topics that are crucial for new patients (and for those who have received little or no support) to

find happiness with life after their surgery, and specific maintenance topics to teach patients how to keep the weight off

once and for al

Liquid State, Part 2, , Douglas Henderson , 1971, 0122456580, 9780122456589. LIQUID MIXTURES; LIQUID HELIUM;

TIME-DEPENDENT PROPERTIES OF CONDENSED MEDIA; CRITICAL PHENOMENA: STATIC ASPECTS; DYNAMIC CRITICAL

PHENAMENA IN FLUID SYSTEMS.

The Writing on the Wall, David Mayfield , 2006, . 

Conquering Pain, Randall S. Prust, Susan Luzader , 1997, 0425161188, 9780425161180. Pain can be a friend...or an

enemy. When it signals that something is wrong, pain can be the body's first line of defense. But some types of pain --

the p to Joe to keep Emma from following in her mother's footsteps--a legacy of deception and deadly passions that no

one should have to relive...

Hunger in the Soviet Union: Fact Or Fantasy? : Hearing Before the International Task Force of the Select Committee on

Hunger, House of Representatives, One Hundred Second Congress, First Session, Hearing Held in Washington, DC,

October 31, 1991, Issues 102-116, United States. Congress. House. Select Committee on Hunger. International Task

Force , 1991, 0160375894, 9780160375897. 

Space Songs, Myra Cohn Livingston, Fisher, Nancy Mrs Mrs Mrs , 1993, 0823410293, 9780823410293. An illustrated

collection of poems about various aspects of outer space.

Interpersonal and Group Skills for Law Enforcement. Instructor's Manual, Terri Geerinck, Stark, Geoff , 2001,

0130313882, 9780130313881. 

Grandma Summer, Harley Jessup , 2001, 0140568336, 9780140568332. Ben isn't too excited about spending the

summer with his grandmother at her old, rickety beach house. The doors and shutters are creaky, the lock is rusty, and

the garage is covered with spider webs. But when Ben and Grandma spend a fun day at the beach, picnicking and

splashing in the surf, Ben sees that he might share his grandmother's love of her summer cottage after all. Detailed

watercolors bring this sweet, satisfying intergenerational story to life.

Studies in the First Epistle of John, Ron Clark , 1985, 0949556599, 9780949556592. 

The Oxford Book of Medieval English Verse, Celia Sisam, Kenneth Sisam , 1973, . 

The Aura Coloring Book, Levanah Shell Bdolak , 1991, 0944278019, 9780944278017. 

Analyzing Oppression, Ann E. Cudd , 2006, 019518744X, 9780195187441. Analyzing Oppression presents a new,

integrated theory of social oppression, which tackles the fundamental question that no theory of oppression has

satisfactorily answered: if there is no natural hierarchy among humans, why are some cases of oppression so persistent?
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Cudd argues that the explanation lies in the coercive co-opting of the oppressed to join in their own oppression. This

answer sets the stage for analysis throughout the book, as it explores the questions of how and why the oppressed join

in their oppression. Cudd argues that oppression is an institutionally structured harm perpetrated on social groups by

other groups using direct and indirect material, economic, and psychological force. Among the most important and

insidious of the indirect forces is an economic force that operates through oppressed persons' own rational choices. This

force constitutes the central feature of analysis, and the book argues that this force is especially insidious because it

conceals the fact of oppression from the oppressed and from others who would be sympathetic to their plight. The

oppressed come to believe that they suffer personal failings and this belief appears to absolve society from

responsibility.While on Cudd's view oppression is grounded in material exploitation and physical deprivation, it cannot be

long sustained without corresponding psychological forces. Cudd examines the direct and indirect psychological forces

that generate and sustain oppression. She discusses strategies that groups have used to resist oppression and argues

that all persons have a moral responsibility to resist in some way. In the concluding chapter Cudd proposes a concept of

freedom that would be possible for humans in a world that is actively opposing oppression, arguing that freedom for each

individual is only possible when we achieve freedom for all others.

Moral Principles as Cognitive Derivatives, Bruce A. Jeans , 1989, 0949640115, 9780949640116. 

Camping, Caravanning and Sports Equipment Trades Directory: 1977 : sixth ed, Paddy Moloney , 1977, 0950141534,

9780950141534. 

Mudpie's Island Adventure, Guy Gilchrist , 1988, 0874494184, 9780874494181. Mudpie and Punkin imagine they're on a

desert island and have some fun.

Spasmodic: A Public Affair : Kicking at the Permanence of Public Art, Andy Fabo, Ellen Moffat, Cindy Baker, Paved Art +

New Media , 2002, 0968933416, 9780968933411. 

Discover Indian Reservations USA: A Visitors' Welcome Guide, Veronica E. Velarde Tiller , 1992, 0963258001,

9780963258007. Truly a passport to Indian country, this guide is devoted entirely to the places to go & things to see &

do on Indian reservations in 33 states - upcoming events, cultural institutions, recreational opportunities & archaeological

& historic sites actually owned & operated by the tribes themselves. Organized state by state, the book features photos &

locator maps; it lists traditional dances, ceremonies & pow wows, offering the chance to observe a surprising variety of

lifestyles & customs. It tells where to find fine handmade crafts, great fishing, hunting & camping, as well as skiing,

tennis, golf & gaming. DISCOVER INDIAN RESERVATIONS U.S.A. is full of information that's never before been

assembled in a single volume & is an excellent reference tool. It happens to be the best "dictionary" of tribal information

on the market right now, listing Indian reservations throughout the U.S., complete with current tribal profiles. Council

Publications, c/o Council of Energy Resource Tribes, 1999 Broadway, Suite 2600, Denver, CO 80202-5726. Retail $19.95.
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Volume discounts available. 303/297-2378; FAX 303/296-5690.

What to Do Before Your Book Launch, Volume 1, M. J. Rose, Randy Susan Meyers , 2012, 0985861118, 9780985861117.

What To Do Before Your Book Launch is a guide for authors, covering everything from working with your publisher, to

reading in public, to help for publicity and marketing, to using (and misusing) social media, to how to dress for your

author photo...and far more, including cautionary tales, worksheets, timelines and etiquette tips.

Melton: Plains of Promise, Joan Starr , 1985, 095894461X, 9780958944618. 

Regional Characterization of Water Quality: Symposium : 3rd Scientific Assembly : Papers, International Association of

Hydrological Sciences. International Commission on Water Quality , 1989, . 

Speech on Behalf of Publius Sestius, Marcus Tullius Cicero, Publius Sestius , 2006, 0199283036, 9780199283033.

"Though Cicero of course did not know it at the time, it was to be his last significant public performance as an

independent political agent before the upheaval that followed Caesar's murder; in little more than a month Caesar and

Pompey would meet at Luca, and Cicero would be kept on a short leash until the outbreak of civil war. The speech's

account of recent history and of the men who made it provides any student of Rome with a full and fascinating way into

the period. Because so much of the account concerns public meetings, demonstrations, and outbursts of violence, it is

highly pertinent to the current debate on the place of the crowd in Rome in the late Republic'; more generally, the

speech - with its energy, drama, and broad scope - is among the best introductions we have to traditional Republican

values and ethics in action. This new translation and commentary make this important text accessible to a new

generation of readers."--BOOK JACKET.

The Price of Valour: A Novel, Dwight Purdy , 2005, 0973932007, 9780973932003. 

Stolen Angels: The Kidnapped Girls of Uganda, Kathy Cook , 2007, 0143054813, 9780143054818. 

A Doll's House, Frances Gray, Henrik Ibsen , 2008, 1405896159, 9781405896153. Packed full of analysis and

interpretation, historical background, discussions and commentaries, York Notes will help you get right to the heart of the

text youre studying, whether its poetry, a play or a novel. Youll learn all about the historical context of the piece; find

detailed discussions of key passages and characters; learn interesting facts about the text; and discover structures,

patterns and themes that you may never have known existed. In the Advanced Notes, specific sections on critical

thinking, and advice on how to read critically yourself, enable you to engage with the text in new and different ways. Full

glossaries, self-test questions and suggested reading lists will help you fully prepare for your exam, while internet links

and references to film, TV, theatre and the arts combine to fully immerse you in your chosen text. York Notes offer an

exciting and accessible key to your text, enabling you to develop your ideas and transform your studies!

The Immigrant's Child, A. C. Courtice, Brian Courtice , 2011, 095882391X, 9780958823913. 

Media Monoliths: How Great Media Brands Thrive and Survive, Mark Tungate , 2005, 0749445955, 9780749445959. In
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an increasingly cluttered media landscape, an elite group of brands stands out: newspapers, magazines and broadcasters

with longevity, power, and instant brand recognition. Over decades - and often centuries - they have consolidated their

positions against fierce competition, the rise and fall of the global economy and the emergence of the Internet. How have

they succeeded? What marketing strategies have enabled them to thrive and survive in such a spectacular fashion? Can

they maintain their seemingly impregnable status in the new century? Journalist and author Mark Tungate takes us

behind the scenes, revealing what it takes to be a great media brand. For the first time, we are given a rare insight into

this fascinating world, and its key movers and shakers.

D. W. Griffith's The Birth of a Nation: A History of "the Most Controversial Motion Picture of All Time", Melvyn Stokes ,

2007, 0195333799, 9780195333794. 

Rotisserie Baseball Scouting Report: For 4x4 Leagues of Al & NL Players, Henry Lee , 2005, 0974844551,

9780974844558. What differentiates this new series of books from the books and magazines people have used in the

past is that each of the six books focuses on a different league - 5x5 mixed, AL-only, NL-only, 4x4 mixed, AL-only, and

NL-only. The projections and dollar values for players can vary up to 50% from league to league. Drafting with the help

of a magazine not tailored to your league specifications is a recipe for disaster - yet millions of people do so every year.

With your Fantasy Scouting Report in hand, you can rest assured that your projections are accurate. Each book also has

special Quick Lists designed to help you find what you need in the limited time you have between picks. Players are

ranked by actual scoring category points so you can compare players intelligently and quickly. Categories like ERA, WHIP,

and BA are weighted for IP and AB, vitally important but often overlooked. Also included is a unique quantitative analysis

of the best prospects for 2005.

Wizard the Alex Ross Special, , 1999, 0967248906, 9780967248905. 

It's Not All in Your Head: Anxiety, Depression, Mood Swings, and Multiple Sclerosis, Patricia Farrell , 2010, 1935281518,

9781935281511. One of the greatest challenges people face when dealing with an unpredictable disease such as Multiple

Sclerosis is learning to overcome the psychological burden of not knowing what each day will bring. MS is a true roller

coaster of emotions and dealing with these feelings is a critical issue for people living with the disease. According to

WEBMD, symptoms of depression severeenough to warrant medical interventionaffect up to half of all people living with

MS. It's Not All in Your Head is a cognitive-behavioral approach toovercoming the depression, anxiety, and stress that

goes hand-in-hand with MS. Dr. Farrell helps individuals and their families develop a better understanding of the effects

that MS has on mood levels and anxiety and offers a plan of simple remediation in a self-help format. It's Not All in Your

Head shows that: MS patients' depression and anxiety can be related to their medical condition Exercise can promote

growth in brain connections and help alleviate depression Pain severity in MS can be lessenedthrough stemming anxiety

Social involvement is key to maintaining mental and physical health
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Art as 1 - Vol. 3: Japanese Professional Illustrators, , 2010, 0977614328, 9780977614325. 

Empress of Hastings: The First 80 Years of a Family-Run Coach Business, Stephen Dine, Empress Coaches Ltd , 2009,

0956411908, 9780956411907. 

The International Debt Crisis: A Discussion Paper Prepared for the Canadian Churches, Gatt-Fly, Inter-Church, Inter-

Coalition Debt Network, Taskforce on the Churches and Corporate Responsibility , 1989, 0969006128, 9780969006121. 

Steal Away Home, Lois Ruby , 1999, 0689824351, 9780689824357. When twelve-year-old Dana Shannon starts to strip

away wallpaper in her family's old house, she's unprepared for the surprise that awaits her. A hidden room -- containing

a human skeleton! How did such a thing get there? And why was the tiny room sealed up? With the help of a diary found

in the room, Dana learns her house was once a station on the Underground Railroad. The young woman whose remains

Dana discovered was Lizbet Charles, a conductor and former slave. As the scene shifts between Dana's world and 1856,

the story of the families that lived in the house unfolds. But as pieces of the puzzle begin to fall into place, one haunting

question remains -- why did Lizbet Charles die?

The Education (Budget Statements) (England) Regulations 2005, Great Britain , 2005, 0110723163, 9780110723167.

Enabling power: School Standards and Framework Act 1998, ss. 52 (1) (3) (4), 138 (7). Issued: 04.03.2005. Made:

16.02.2005. Laid: 04.03.2005. Coming into force: 31.03.2005. Effect: None. Territorial extent & classification: E. General

Collected Stories: A Friend of Kafka to Passions, , , , Isaac Bashevis Singer , 2004, 1931082626, 9781931082624. Isaac

Bashevis Singer once claimed that he preferred writing stories to novels because the short-story form brought perfection

within reach. The 65 stories gathered here show Singer striving for and often achieving such perfection, crafting tales

that fuse crystalline storytelling with an unnerving exploration of erotic passion and irrational desire, family life and

religious piety, and fundamental emotions such as shame, lust, anger, pride, and tenderness. Also on display in stories

such as "A Friend of Kafka" and "The Adventure" is Singer's shrewd gift as a comic writer, evoking the Jewish milieu in

New York and in Warsaw between the wars with a blend of affection and satire. "His driven, mercurial processions of

predicaments and transmogrifications are limitless," Cynthia Ozick writes, "a cornucopia of invention."

Bog Standard, Toby Wood , 1995, 0952010836, 9780952010838. 

Haunting Tales: Stories from Bay Area Students, Family Storytelling Exchange, Streetside Stories, Incorporated,

Streetside Stories (Organization) , 1995, 096469770X, 9780964697706. A collection of scary stories written by San

Francisco public middle school students

The British at the Gates: The New Orleans Campaign in the War of 1812, Robin Reilly , 2002, 1896941257,

9781896941257. In 1814, Britain mounted a massive seaborne assault against the United States. The British burned

public buildings in Washington, forcing President Madison and his cabinet to flee the city, but the Americans successfully

defended Baltimore (commemorated in "The Star-Spangled Banner"). The British then sailed south to launch a bold
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attack on New Orleans, which was defeated by the Americans under the inspired leadership of Andrew Jackson. A

fascinating blend of diplomatic, social and military history, the book sets the battles to capture New Orleans within the

context of the War of 1812, explaining the issues that led the United States to declare war on Britain. Here are the glitter

and decadence of New Orleans on the eve of battle, the heroics and crafty dealings of the pirate Jean Lafitte, and the

military triumphs and fiascos that preceded the final conflict beside the Mississippi River. Robin Reilly's account of the

Battle of New Orleans and the events that led to it is regarded by many experts as unsurpassed.

Adopting a Stance, Elaine Thomas , 2004, 0954628578, 9780954628574. 

Processing and Properties of Compound Semiconductors, ISSN 0080-8784, , 2001, 0080541011, 9780080541013. Since

its inception in 1966, the series of numbered volumes known as Semiconductors and Semimetals has distinguished itself

through the careful selection of well-known authors, editors, and contributors. The Willardson and Beer series, as it is

widely known, has succeeded in producing numerous landmark volumes and chapters. Not only did many of these

volumes make an impact at the time of their publication, but they continue to be well-cited years after their original

release. Recently, Professor Eicke R. Weber of the University of California at Berkeley joined as a co-editor of the series.

Professor Weber, a well-known expert in the field of semiconductor materials, will further contribute to continuing the

series' tradition of publishing timely, highly relevant, and long-impacting volumes. Some of the recent volumes, such as

Hydrogen in Semiconductors, Imperfections in III/V Materials, Epitaxial Microstructures, High-Speed Heterostructure

Devices, Oxygen in Silicon, and others promise that this tradition will be maintained and even expanded.

Black Mountain, Greig Beck , 2013, 1743341679, 9781743341674. Alex Hunter, code named Arcadian, wakes up with no

knowledge of who he is, in the care of a woman he doesn't recognise, in a country not his own. But there is a calling

deep within him, to return home to Black Mountain. Formed a billion years ago, the Appalachian's Black Mountain hosts a

terrible legend. Only one elder remains to guard its long-forgotten, deadly secret and there is a fear that there is evil

lurking again. Some hikers have gone missing, and the rescue team sent to search for them has not returned.

Meanwhile, in nearby Ashville, Professor Matt Kearns is drawn into the mystery of an ancient artefact recovered from the

mountainside, and an image too grotesque to be real. A survivor is then found half-alive, covered in blood - blood

revealed to be not quite human. Alex must confront an age-old enemy of man and discover the truth about his past, and

confront the horror that stalks the frozen mountain, and also the one haunting his very soul.

Butterfly Class 4, Term 3, C.R. Jayalakshmi, S. Madhu, K. Maheshwari, R Soumya Latha , 2009, . 

Penguin Road Map, Penguin Group Australia , 1994, . 

Evolution in Investment Treaty Law and Arbitration, Chester Brown, Kate Miles , 2011, 1139503618, 9781139503617.

International investment law is in a state of evolution. With the advent of investor-State arbitration in the latter part of

the twentieth century and its exponential growth over the last decade new levels of complexity, uncertainty and
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substantive expansion are emerging. States continue to enter into investment treaties and the number of investor-State

arbitration claims continues to rise. At the same time, the various participants in investment treaty arbitration are faced

with increasingly difficult issues concerning the fundamental character of the investment treaty regime, the role of the

actors in international investment law, the new significance of procedure in the settlement of disputes and the

emergence of cross-cutting issues. Bringing together established scholars and practitioners, as well as members of a new

generation of international investment lawyers, this volume examines these developments and provides a balanced

assessment of the challenges being faced in the field.

Selected Essays, David Hume , 1998, 0192836218, 9780192836212. In his writings, David Hume set out to bridge the

gap between the learned world of the academy and the marketplace of polite society. This collection, drawing largely on

his Essays Moral, Political, and Literary (1776 edition), which was even more popular than his famous Treatise of Human

Nature, comprehensively shows how far he succeeded. From `Of Essay Writing' to `Of the Rise and Progress of the Arts

and Sciences' Hume embraces a staggering range of social, cultural, political, demographic, and historical concerns. With

the scope typical of the Scottish Enlightenment, he charts the state of civil society, manners, morals, and taste, and the

development of political economy in the mid-eighteenth century. These essays represent not only those areas where

Hume's arguments are revealingly typical of his day, but also where he is strikingly innovative in a period already famous

for its great thinkers. - ;In his writings, David Hume set out to bridge the gap between the learned world of the academy

and the marketplace of polite society. This collection, drawing largely on his Essays Moral, Political, and Literary (1776

edition), which was even more popular than his famous Treatise of Human Nature, comprehensively shows how far he

succeeded. From `Of Essay Writing' to `Of the Rise and Progress of the Arts and Sciences' Hume embraces a staggering

range of social, cultural, political, demographic, and historical concerns. With the scope typical of the Scottish

Enlightenment, he charts the state of civil society, manners, morals, and taste, and the development of political economy

in the mid-eighteenth century. These essays represent not only those areas where Hume's arguments are revealingly

typical of his day, but also where he is strikingly innovative in a period already famous for its great thinkers. -

Developing Scissor Skills: A Guide for Parents and Teachers, Sue Mahoney, Alison Markwell , 1997, 095300290X,

9780953002900. 

Two Discourses on Universal Consciousness, William Rivier , 1985, 0950808318, 9780950808314. 

Fundamentals of Food Biotechnology, Byong H. Lee , 1996, 0471186163, 9780471186168. "Fundamentals of Food

Biotechnology" details the developments in biotechnology related to food production and processing, including new

applications involving food ingredient processing, plant tissue cultures, and genetic engineering. The text successfully

translates the basic scientific information of food-related biotechnology into industrial and research applications.The initial

chapters provide tutorials reviewing the principles of biochemistry, microbiology, and biochemistry engineering to provide
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the fundamental knowledge required to comprehend biotechnology. The second section of this textbook explains how

different biotechnology processes and products are applied to food products. The concluding chapters describe new and

potential applications of biotechnology in plants and animals, in devising biosensors for detecting microorganisms and

otherwise monitoring food quality, in waste management and food processing, and in food safety.Each chapter contains

problems with solutions as well as extensive references to provide avenues for future studies. "Fundamentals of Food

Biotechnology" also includes a glossary of important terminology to facilitate learning.

Hard Labor, David Horn , 2012, 0984750207, 9780984750207. Jamie Dropping finds his terra firma existence

inhospitable. But he does his best to live, although in an inauthentic way. And at some unobservable point in time, Jamie

Dropping begins to live his life without really living his life at all. He plays the part of a machine, operating on muscle

memory. By the end, he is merely doing his job, dutifully performing his Hard Labor.

Constantine Porphyrogenitus and his world, Arnold Joseph Toynbee , 1973, 019215253X, 9780192152534. 

Triangle of Death: The Shocking Truth About the Role of South Vietnam and the French Mafia in the Assassination of JFK,

Bradley O'Leary , 2003, 1418570842, 9781418570842. Here are the facts: a) President John F. Kennedy supported the

coup d'tat that resulted in the assassination of Diem; b) twenty-one days later, Kennedy was assassinated; c) forty-eight

hours after JFK's murder, the FBI deported a French assassin-a fact that was not reported at the time, even to the

Warren Commission; d) this deportation order came from the Office of the Attorney General, Robert F. Kennedy.Bradley

O'Leary and L.E. Seymour present a convincing argument that implicates not Lee Harvey Oswald, but rather a

conglomerate of conspirators, in the death of beloved President Kennedy. Using actual CIA documents, interviews, and

evidence, Triangle of Death will alter everything you thought you knew about John F. Kennedy's death.

The Dinka Folk Tales, Kuot J. Alith , 2008, 0981040306, 9780981040301. 

George Poveromo's Cutting Edge Saltwater Fishing Tactics, George Poveromo , 2005, 0970659938, 9780970659934. 

The Food Protection (Emergency Prohibitions) (Amnesic Shellfish Poisoning) (West Coast)Partial Revocation (No. 6)

(Scotland) Order 2000, Scotland, Scotland. Scottish Executive , 2000, 0110592980, 9780110592985. 

Writers, Authors & Dream-Weavers: I Heard Your Call for HELP! How to Write Non-Fiction, Fiction, Poetry, Memoirs,

Children's Stories... and More, Carol Adler , 2010, 0978961188, 9780978961183. 

, , , . 

Network Your Way to Endless Romance, Bob Burg , 1996, . 

Survivors: Women of the Southwest, , 1991, 0962294047, 9780962294044. 

Water Is Thicker than Blood:An Augustinian Theology of Marriage and Singlehood: An Augustinian Theology of Marriage

and Singlehood, Jana Marguerite Bennett , 2008, 019531543X, 9780195315431. This book considers how homes,

households, and domestic life are related to the Church. Early theologies glorified the monastic lifestyle as a way to
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transcend earthly attachments in favor of supernatural goods. Contemporary thinkers have seen that functioning

marriages and families themselves can lead us toward a more righteous society.Jana Bennett insists that both marriage

and singleness must be placed in the context of the Christian story of redemption for the questions and problems at

stake to be fully understood. She finds that Augustine of Hippo, maligned by modern theologians, is the source of very

fruitful reflection on these topics. Most scholars today would agree that Augustine's works have exerted great influence

on Western views of marriage, family, and sex. But many would argue that this influence has been detrimental to a

healthy understanding of these topics. However, using Augustine's writing, Bennett shows that marriage and singleness

cannot be considered separately, that gender issues are important to considering these states correctly and, most

important, that the marriage between Christ and the Church is the first consideration in understanding and living these

states of life. The water of baptism, Christians' first birth and initiation into the life of Christ, is the primary standard for

relationships, rather than familial ties.

Skills Plus, Sian Walker, JoAnn Dionne, Nick Bradley, Simon Andrews, Kelly Fried, Sarah Jarboe, Roise Cane, Joanne

Claire Kent , 2007, . 

A Present for Mum, Roderick Hunt, Alex Brychta , 2003, 0199196834, 9780199196838. First Phonics is a special new

series at the very start of Oxford Reading Tree. It enables children to practise phonics while learning to read.First

Phonics:* Promote phonological awareness at Stage 1+ with rhyming stories* Provide more phonically decodable nouns

as well as sight-cueable words* Practise Reception and Year 1 sight vocabulary throughout* Include flexible, easy-to-use,

FREE Teaching Notes in each Pack* Support your Home-School Agreement with Take-Home Cards for every bookAt

Stage 2, First Phonics books practise clear initial and final consonants, CVC words and Reception sight words. They have

1-2 sentences per page.

Trickster and the Fainting Birds, Howard A. Norman , 1999, 0152008888, 9780152008888. With spare grace and lively

wit, acclaimed author Howard Norman chronicles the hilarious antics of a provocative troublemaker. Whether cheating in

a sleepwalking contest, teaching the shut-eye dance to ducks, or halting a wedding by transforming the groom into a

kingfisher, Trickster sets the world askew. Like trickster figures the world round, this Algonquian mischief-maker prods

our imagination and makes us laugh deep in our hearts. In forty-two luminescent, richly detailed paintings, Tom Pohrt

follows Tricksters trailacross frozen lakes and thawing marsheson a journey that carries us from trouble, to laughter, and,

finally, to wisdom.

The Dipper, Marcia Willett , 2011, 0755390687, 9780755390687. In the depths of Dartmoor, Quentin and Clemmie

Halliwell know that the onset of old age threatens their life together at The Grange. Phyllida Makepeace feels secure in

her marriage to Alistair, but when a deep sorrow strikes them, she discovers that no one is untouched by human frailty.

Claudia and Jeff Maynard seem the perfect couple. But they are hiding from the truth and Claudia is about to realise the
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shattering effects of denial. Turning to one another in their time of need, these friends and neighbours learn those vital

lessons in how to love, forgive and, most importantly, how to trust again.

Future Directions in Construction Law, King's College (University of London). Centre of Construction Law and

Management. Conference, John Uff, Pauline Gale , 1992, 0951486632, 9780951486634. 

Poems for the Kingdom, Mona La Reux , 2005, 0975034634, 9780975034637. 

Walking with the Past: Four Illustrated Walks Around Gorleston-On-Sea, Jackie Clover, Gorleston-on-Sea Heritage Group

, 2003, 0954766709, 9780954766702. 

Comparative Public Policy: Patterns of Post-war Transformation, Francis Geoffrey Castles , 1998, 1858988160,

9781858988160. '. . . the author has achieved his goal of capturing the large picture of economic transformation and

public policy in Western capitalism, post World War II. This book poses problems for all kinds of theories. Castles has

simplified our empirical world while questioning our theoretical maps. The tables that at first sight appear off-putting

have the compelling fascination of a Guinness Book of Records for grown ups. Not the least of its attractions is that it is

an interesting read.' - Grant Jordan, Political Studies 'This innovative book presents a wealth of background data and a

huge range of findings. This is a most scholarly text.' - Economic Outlook and Business Review 'Castles has written an

accessible and comprehensive analysis of the evolution of public policy in the industrialized world since 1945. All students

of comparative public policy will want to have this book close at hand as a ready guide and a source of superb statistical

data to a complicated and fascinating set of policy issues.' - Peter J. Katzenstein, Cornell University, US Comparative

Public Policy provides the first truly systematic and comprehensive account of the transformation of the post-war state in

the advanced countries of the Western world. The author generates new research findings which show how the

economic, social and political changes of the post-war era have reshaped modern public policy across the OECD region.

Account, Great Britain. Equal Opportunities Commission, Stationery Office, The , 1981, 0102128812, 9780102128819. 

Parish Action for Social Justice: Summer School 1983, , , 0959395849, 9780959395846. 

Basic Training for Better Health Activity Book, Michelle Lombardo, Wellness Incorporated , 1999, . 

Evolution by association: a history of symbiosis, Jan Sapp , 1994, 0195088204, 9780195088205. Our evolution and that

of all plants and animals is not thought to be due solely to the gradual accumulation of gene changes within species.

Symbiosis is at the root of our being. This book is a systematic history of this emerging field and gives an account of the

growth of a biological idea.

A Realidades: With Textbook Purchase, Add Interactive Textbook CD-ROM, and 6-Year Online Access, Prentice Hall

(School Division) , 2007, 0131163256, 9780131163256. 

Stay out of the shower: the shocker film phenomenon, William Schoell , 1988, 0948164794, 9780948164798. 

Information Systems for Modern Management, ROBERT G AUTOR MURDICK, JOEL E AUTOR ROSS , 1975, 0134646029,
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9780134646022. 

China without Mao: the search for a new order, Immanuel Chung-yueh Hs , 1983, 0195031334, 9780195031331. Now

available in a new, updated edition, this groundbreaking book on post-Mao China, written by the distinguished Asian

scholar Immanuel C.Y. Hsu, explores the astonishing transformation that has occurred there. Since Mao Zedong's death

in 1976, China's leaders have launched an ambitious modernization program aimed at making their nation a relatively

prosperous socialist state by the year 2000.Along with the first edition's examination of the smashing of the Gang of

Four, the evolution of a new order under Deng Xiaoping, the manner and costs of modernization, the normalization of

relations with the United States, and the prospects for reunification with Taiwan, the second edition offers an insider's

view into China's policies of accelerated economic development and opening to the outside world, adopted at a

December 1978 party conference. Focusing on the cultural impact of these policies, Hsu candidly reveals both the

improved standard of living and the serious fundamental problems--including high inflation, widespread corruption, crises

in leadership, loss of faith in communism, and especially the recent student protests--resulting from these recent

developments. The new edition also includes a postscript which takes into account the causes and consequences of the

Tian An Men Square massacre in June of 1989.

Hobble Chains and Greenhide, Charles Dudley Mills , 1976, 0959679308, 9780959679304. Station life in the Kimberley.

, , , . 

Gao Xingjian, Ink Paintings 1983-1993, Curtis L. Carter, Xingjian Gao , 2003, 0945366167, 9780945366164. 

Petrosellum: A Global History of the Families Duprouzel/Duperrouzel, William Thomas Duperouzel , 2003, 0954431405,

9780954431402. 

New Mexican Furniture of the W. P. A.: Spanish Colonial Revival in the Great Depression, Kinesley H. Hammett , 1998,

0964825619, 9780964825611. 

Intro Linear Alg&und Lin Alg Usg MATLAB Pkg, ANONIMO , 2004, 013148270X, 9780131482708. 

Beginning Algebra, Margaret L. Lial, E. John Hornsby, Terry McGinnis , 2008, 0321447867, 9780321447869. KEY

MESSAGE: The Lial series has helped thousands of readers succeed in developmental mathematics through its

approachable writing style, relevant real-world examples, extensive exercise sets, and complete supplements package.

The Real Number System; Linear Equations and Inequalities in One Variable; Linear Equations and Inequalities in Two

Variables: Functions; Systems of Linear Equations and Inequalities; Exponents and Polynomials; Factoring and

Applications; Rational Expressions and Applications; Roots and Radicals; Quadratic Equations For all readers interested in

Beginning Algebra.

Multirate Systems: Design and Applications, Gordana Jovanovic-Dolecek , 2001, 1591400198, 9781591400196. Digital

signal processing is an area of science and engineering that has been developed rapidly over the past years. This rapid
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development is the result of the significant advances in digital computer technology and integrated circuits fabrication.

Many of the signal processing tasks conventionally performed by analog means are realized today by less expensive and

often more reliable digital hardware. Multirate Systems: Design and Applications addresses the rapid development of

multirate digital signal processing and how it is complemented by the emergence of new applications.

The Carter Family: Don't Forget This Song, Frank M. Young, David Lasky , 2012, 0810988364, 9780810988361. Winner

of the 2013 Eisner Award for Best Reality-Based Work! The Carter Family: Dont Forget This Song is a rich and compelling

original graphic novel that tells the story of the Carter Familythe first superstar group of country musicwho made

hundreds of recordings and sold millions of records. Many of their hit songs, such as Wildwood Flower and Will the Circle

Be Unbroken, have influenced countless musicians and remain timeless country standards. The Carter Family: Dont

Forget This Song is not only a unique illustrated biography, but a moving account that reveals the familys rise to success,

their struggles along the way, and their impact on contemporary music. Illustrated with exacting detail and written in the

Southern dialect of the time, its dynamic narrative is pure Americana. It is also a story of success and failure, of poverty

and wealth, of racism and tolerance, of creativity and business, and of the power of music and love. Includes bonus CD

with original Carter Family music. Praise for The Carter Family: "What a fine marriage of form and content! Humble and

movingstraightforward with occasional breathtaking bravura passagesthis book echoes the Carter Family's rough-hewn

sounds. It tells of the lives, sorrows, and values of a lost America in short episodes like a giant stack of old 78s. Using the

vocabulary of comic strips like Little Orphan Annie and Gasoline Alley, it's as obsessive in its dedication to vernacular craft

and hard work as A.P. Carter himself. Frank Young and David Lasky have spun a work of visual music that will replay in

your head and heart well after you've finished reading it."Art Spiegelman, Pulitzer Prize-winning writer/artist of Maus

Charming, faithful, and resonant . . . will charm the pants off you. The Comics Journal Laskys gorgeous artwork animates

the story and evokes a mood that mirrors the era and the music. NPR.org Pure pleasure for anyone interested in music

history. The Seattle Times Cracking open The Carter Family feels like putting on a vintage 78: moody hearty Americana

emanates hauntingly. Enlivening this graphic biography of the legendary country music family are both Frank M. Youngs

dialogue, which replicates the vernacular to a T but oh so naturally, and David Laskys understated and elegant

illustrations which resonate like the music they depict. HeebMagazine.com  

Addresses of the Rich and Famous: How to Reach the World's Movers and Shakers, Cynthia Mattison , 2001,

0966971043, 9780966971040. This book is a definitive how-to guide for corresponding with TV and movie stars,

politicians, business executives and many others. Perfect for fans, researchers, teachers or anyone else who would like to

reach a mover & shaker!

All the names, Jos Saramago, Margaret Jull Costa , 1999, 0151004218, 9780151004218. Senhor Jos is a low-grade clerk

in the city's Central Registry, where the living and the dead share the same shelf space. A middle-aged bachelor, he has
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no interest in anything beyond the certificates of birth, marriage, divorce, and death that are his daily preoccupations. In

the evenings and on weekends, he works on bringing up to date his clipping file of the famous, the rising stars, the

notorious. But when he comes across the birth certificate of an anonymous young woman, he decides that this cannot

have been mere chance, that he has to discover more about her. Under the increasingly mystified eye of the Registrar, a

godlike figure whose name is spoken only in whispers, the now obsessed Senhor Jos sets off to follow the thread that

leads him to the unknown woman-but as he gets closer to a meeting with her, he discovers more about her, and about

himself, than he would have wished. The loneliness of people's lives, the effects of chance and moments of recognition,

the discovery of love, however tentative-once again Jos Saramago has written a timeless story.

Physics for the Inquiring Mind: The Methods, Nature, and Philosophy of Physical Science, Eric M. Rogers , 1961,

0196901839, 9780196901831. 

Wine Price File, 1993, , 1992, 0960117296, 9780960117291. 

Niels Lyhne, Jens Peter Jacobsen , 2008, 1599865858, 9781599865850. Niels Lyhne is a popular Danish novel written by

author Jens Peter Jacobsen. Jacobsen's novel is the story of a young, idealistic poet and ephazies the influence of

psychological development. The philosophical issues examined in this work include the nature of reality, atheism and

love. Niels Lyhne is highly recommended for those who enjoy the writings of Jens Peter Jacobsen and also for individuals

who are discovering his works for the first time.

Reporting the Arts: Income for the Nonprofit Cultural Industry in New York City, National Arts Journalism Program ,

2002, . 

Bookweb 5: Earthquake!, ISBN 0170100014, 9780170100014, Frank Pederson , 2000, . Something is not quite right. Phil

Ridleya s cat, Rollo, is acting strangely and late at night, birds are singing. In anther part of the city, at the seismology

research station, Lucy Washington watches the seismograph in disbelief. Therea s going to be an earthquake, and ita s

going to be a big one! Out on the streets, sergeant Jeff Finch watches in horror as buildings crumble and cars move

about the road like toys. But what about Phil and Rollo? They are in danger and are going to need help a fast!

The Biology of butterflies, Richard Irwin Vane-Wright, Royal Entomological Society of London , 1984, 0127137505,

9780127137506. 

Nelson Number Skills, Book 1, , Alan Brighouse, David Godber, Peter Patilla , 1998, 0174111096, 9780174111092. 

Functions: New Essays in the Philosophy of Psychology and Biology, Andr Ariew, Robert Cummins, Mark Perlman , 2002,

0199255814, 9780199255818. In explaining aspects of the natural world, including the aspects of mind, scientists have

frequently used the concept of function. But what are functions? Here, 15 leading scholars of philosophy of psychology

and philosophy of biology present new essays on functions.

Manual of Cardiovascular Medicine, Brian P. Griffin , 2012, 1451131607, 9781451131604. Inside the Fourth Edition of
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the Manual of Cardiovascular Medicine, you'll find practical and effective approaches to common clinical

syndromes--including clear guidance on administration of commonly prescribed medications and descriptions of proven

therapeutic procedures. This best selling manual's concise outline format and colorful design make essential facts easy to

find. An ideal reference for the resident, fellow, practicing cardiologist, or nurse-practitioner treating patients with

cardiovascular disease.Skill-building features include...* Authoritative perspectives let you benefit from the experienced

staff and fellows at the Cleveland Clinic * Concise overview of cardiology helps build a firm grasp of fundamental

cardiovascular anatomy, physiology, and pathology * Comprehensive section on cardiovascular procedures includes

expert tips for improving performance and outcomes * Evidence-based approach to diagnosis and management explains

the 'how' and 'why' behind critical decisions * Suggested reading at the end of each chapter provides guideposts for

further investigationNEW to the 4th Edition... * Examples added of key electrocardiographic tracings for quick reference*

New chapters cover diabetes and cardiovascular disease, pulmonary hypertension, systemic disease and the heart,

management of TAVR patients, and troubleshooting LVADs * Updated content reflects the latest advances in

cardiovascular medicine--including percutaneous aortic valve replacement and left ventricular assist device management

* Quick-reference list of common formulae helps you find vital information in seconds

Elsie Carlisle, with a Different Style: A Discography, Edward Samuel Walker , 1974, 0950185817, 9780950185811. 

Fast Cars and Frybread: Reports from the Rez, Gordon Johnson , 2007, 159714066X, 9781597140669. Cultural Writing.

Essays. Native American Studies. As Gordon Johnson states in his introduction, "There was a time when time wasn't so

insistent. It moved slower, held less sway. That was Indian time." He wants his children and grandchildren to know what

"rez life" was like before cable TV, cell phones, and laptop computers. Before the advent of casinos. In lyrical,

straightforward prose, Johnson's essays illuminate this life: fiestas with frybread and beans, snow cones, dogfights, rock

and roll, sweat lodges, funerals and the dangers of "commod bod" (obesity caused by eating government surplus food).

From the game of peon to reminiscences about grandparents, Johnson captures the spirit of reservation life with the skill

of a modern journalist and the sensitivity of one who has lived on Indian time.

Canowindra and District Churches: A Pictorial History, Berna Wright, Dorothy M. Balcomb, Gwen Wythes , 1988,

0959897534, 9780959897531. 

Gandhi, a Spiritual Journey, M. V. Kamath , 2007, 8188569119, 9788188569113. This book explores the spiritual

transformation of Mohandas Gandhi to the Mahatma. Beginning with his childhood and his desire to search for the Truth

from an early age, it explores the influence of western thought on the young lawyer, leading to an inner conflict that

drew him to the study of comparative religion. Gandhi came to believe in the equality of all religions and the principles of

Truth and non-violence which he applied to every aspect of life, including politics. In his later years he found focus and

direction, understanding the importance of prayer and discipline. As the Mahatma, his life exemplified spiritual practice
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and Truth. Leading India to freedom through satyagraha, he revealed the importance and relevance of non-violence in

every aspect of life.

Kew Bulletin, Issue 2; Issue 2000, , 2000, 0117820776, 9780117820777. 

Handbook of tables and formulas for home construction estimating, Paul I. Thomas , 1979, . 

Advances in Electronics and Electron Physics, Volume 67, , 1986, . 

The Roots of Healing: A Woman's Book of Herbs, Deb Soule , 1999, 0735100942, 9780735100947. Suggests ways for

women to use herbs to promote health, treat disease, and improve well-being.

The Battle of Second Manassas: Self-guided Tour, Joseph W. A. Whitehorne , 1990, 0160899338, 9780160899331. 

Tiger at Twilight, Manoj Das , 1991, 0140139257, 9780140139259. The Remote Town Of Nijanpur Has Never Disclosed

The Secret That Shrouds Its Past But This Novel Knows All That.

Imperial Sugar 150th Anniversary Cookbook: A Collection of 150 All-time Favorite Recipes from Imperial Sugar Bags,

Cartons, and Cookbooks, , 1993, 0963740202, 9780963740205. 

Davis Partnership Architects: Themes in Evolution, Oscar Riera Ojeda , 2011, 0979539587, 9780979539589. "Themes in

Evolution" is an overview of recent work by Denver-based Davis Partnership Architects. With roots stretching back to the

1890s, Davis Partnership is one of the oldest architectural firms in the United States. This volume outlines that history

and the practice's evolving design sensibility. Featured are several projects that were completed in collaboration with

other notable architects, including the Denver Art Museum with Daniel Libeskind and the Museum of Contemporary Art

Denver with David Adjaye. The book includes texts by writer, architect and Dean of the School of Architecture at the

University of Buffalo, Brian Carter, and designer Oscar Riera Ojeda. It explores how the human experience of architecture

can be enriched and informed through employment of rhythm, animation, illumination and other design themes. Davis

Partnership's mission states, "architectural excellence is a matter of integrating high quality design with superior

functional programming and operational efficiency. Although our primary goal is to meet our clients' technical, human,

aesthetic and economic needs, we extend our sense of responsibility to the communities in which our buildings must

blend. As a result, our buildings provide enduring visual continuity and suitability to the urban, suburban and rural

environments they share."

Other People's Worlds, William Trevor , 1982, 0140106693, 9780140106695. 

The Creepy Tale, Ritchie Perry , 1989, 0099668904, 9780099668909. Ever since the terrible murders all those years ago,

the huge house had been shrouded in mystery and evil. Tom should have stopped Laura's plan, but he couldn't let his

twin sister think he was scared, and now they were going to the house alone and at twilight.

On Decoration, David Bret , 1992, 0718828011, 9780718828011. This absorbing study surveys the developments in

decorative design from the 1830s to the 1950s, showing how the modern age has affected the status of decoration and
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examining the role of ornament in a rapidly changing industrial society. Arranged in three sections, the book opens with

an introductory essay which looks at the cultural background of the discourse of decoration, bringing into play two major

strands of decorative theory, and looking at the changing natures of modernism and traditionalism. The central section of

the book is composed of pictorial examples, arranged in order of chronological development, from the most significant

trends in taste and fashion. The concluding postscript expands on the origins and development of the two opposing

strands identified, which the author defines as normative and critical 'schools'. The first takes its foundation from the

'Philosophical Radicals' and their programme of industrialisation and social reform, and is exemplified by Owen Jones and

the Department of Science and Art; the second is the critical reaction led by Ruskin and the Arts and Crafts Movement.

The one led toward the abandonment of decoration, the other toward its pastiche. The author concludes with a critical

summary of the present sorry state of decoration. However, decoration is seen as a natural attribute of our species, and

the discourse that has built in around it is by means closed.

Girl Reporter Stuck in Jam!, , Linda Ellerbee , 2000, 0060282479, 9780060282479. Intrepid eleven-year-old journalist

Casey Smith is so busy trying to get a story for the newspaper about a victim of physical abuse that she neglects her

friend Ringo, the school's first male cheerleader.

Disease Control Priorities in Developing Countries, Volume 1, , Dean T. Jamison, World Bank , 1993, 0195209907,

9780195209907. These two volumes examine ways in which the health transition in developing countries affects the

World Bank's disease control policies. They discuss the public health consequences of individual diseases and disease

clusters, measure the cost-effectiveness of disease control methods, and assess what public health problems these

conditions pose. Infectious diseases, HIV infection and sexually transmitted diseases, malnutrition, and reproductive

health in the developing world are analyzed and tables and figures throughout the text quickly summarize the authors'

findings.

Female Circumcision, Excision and Infibulation: The Facts and Proposals for Change, , ISSN 0305-6252, Scilla Elworthy ,

1985, 0946690294, 9780946690299. 

Pressurization, Pressure Caps and Recovery Systems, Clemente A. Mesa , 2003, 0972092749, 9780972092746. 

Ebbtide and Other Stories, Patricia Walsh , 2005, 0954322711, 9780954322717. 

Radio Silence: The Betrayal of New York's Bravest, John Joyce (Captain.), Bill Bowen , 2004, 0975902105,

9780975902103. 

Something in the Past: Some Demons are Harder to Face Than Others, Ronda Rountree , 2008, 0975560336,

9780975560334. 

Sean Donovan, Lori Wick , 2007, 0736919473, 9780736919470. Lori Wick's bestselling series The Californians (more

than 500,000 copies sold) has a fresh new cover design to delight avid Lori Wick fans and readers just introduced to
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Lori's beloved fiction.Caught in his first bank robbery, Sean Donovan is sentenced to hang. But Charlotte Cooper, who

needs a blacksmith for her livery, has other ideas. By law, a woman of good standing in the community can save a man

from the gallows by marrying him. Humbled by the dramatic rescue and renewed in his faith, Sean's heart goes out to his

new bride, a woman whose past has prompted her to guard her heart. Yet could the talk around town be true? Is the

fiercely independent Charlotte falling for Sean Donovan?

Safe 4 Retirement: The Four Keys to a Safe Retirement, Jack Tatar , 2011, 0985082011, 9780985082017. This book

takes a holistic approach to retirement for pre-retirees and retirees. Rather than just focusing on financial matters for

retirement, this book explores the 4 Keys to a Safe Retirement: Financial Preparedness, Health & Wellness, Mental

Attitude and Staying Involved! Many people are thrust into retirement, ill equipped to handle the various aspects of

retirement, above and beyond just the financial matters! When Jack Tatar lost both his retired mother and father in the

course of six months, he heard all about how this can be a common occurrence among the elderly and retired. As one of

the world's leading market researchers, Jack was used to asking "why?" What he heard consistently through his research

with retirees and their families was, "There's plenty of books and materials about being financially prepared for

retirement, but there aren't books and resources that consider all of the aspects that are needed to consider when

someone retires. How to take care of their health? What to do with their free time? How to stay connected to friends and

create more friends? How to stay positive when your family and friends are moving away and/or dying? Ultimately, they

need to understand how to create a safe retirement." This book is the result of the research, findings and experiences

that led Jack to create a book that, as he says in the book's dedication to his parents, "is a book that I wish they 'd been

able to read before they died." It's a book written for the person considering retirement, the person newly retired, or the

person well into retirement, as well as for a friend or a child of any of these individuals. The 4 Keys to a Safe Retirement

will help the reader to: - Create a financial plan - Manage your retirement income - Understand the complexities of vital

programs such as Medicare and Social Security - Manage your health and learn how to eat healthy - Recognize that

exercise is no longer optional and how to make it part of your life - Create a positive attitude that will lead to a longer life

- Learn to cope with the difficulties that will occur in retirement such as losing loved ones and being a caregiver -

Appreciate the opportunities for travel and volunteering - How to use new technologies and social media to connect with

others - And so much more It's not just a book! It's also a dynamic resource that includes full access to a companion

website, www.Safe4Retirement.com, which provides the latest up to date, relevant information on retirement topics.

Bankruptcy and Corporate Reorganization: Legal and Financial Materials, Mark J. Roe , 2007, 0781786983,

9780781786980. 

Art Nouveau, 1890-1914, Paul Greenhalgh , 2000, 0810942194, 9780810942196. Beginning over a century ago,

designers and artists like Beardsley, Galle, Gaudi, Hoffmann, Horta, Klimt, Mackintosh, and Tiffany created daring new
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styles, and their flamboyant designs for furniture, silverware, glassware, ceramics, jewelry, textiles, and more became

known as Art Nouveau. This is the most complete and lavishly illustrated volume ever published on Art Nouveau, and it

accompanied a major exhibition at the National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.

The Timeshare (Cancellation Information) Order 2003, Great Britain , 2003, 0110478827, 9780110478821. Enabling

power: Timeshare Act 1992, ss. 4 (2), 12 (6) (7) (8). Issued: 17.10.2003. Made: 02.10.2003. Laid: 08.10.2003. Coming

into force: 31.10.2003. Effect: None. Territorial extent & classification: E/W/S/NI. General

Essays in biochemistry, Volume 6, F. Dickens, P. N. Campbell , 1970, 0121581063, 9780121581060. 

A Banker's Secret: Your Mortgage Is a Great Investment, Marc Eisenson, Nancy Castleman , 1989, 0943973066,

9780943973067. 

Polyphonic Federalism: Toward the Protection of Fundamental Rights, Robert A. Schapiro , 2009, 0226736644,

9780226736648. The relationship between the states and the national government is among the most contested issues in

the United States. And questions about where power should reside, how decisions should be made, and how

responsibility should be allocated have been central to the American experiment in federalism. In Polyphonic Federalism,

Robert A. Schapiro defends the advantages of multiple perspectives in government, arguing that the resulting polyphony

creates a system that is more efficient, democratic, and protective of liberties.This groundbreaking volume contends that

contemporary views of federalism are plagued by outmoded dualist notions that seek to separate state and federal

authority. Instead, Schapiro proposes a polyphonic model that emphasizes the valuable interaction of state and federal

law, one that more accurately describes the intersecting realities of local and national power. Through an analysis of

several legal and policy debates, Polyphonic Federalism demonstrates how a multifaceted government can best realize

the potential of federalism to protect fundamental rights.

Asset Protection 2000, Mark Nestmann , 1997, 0965715140, 9780965715140. 

How to Blitz Grade 1 Musicianship: , , Samantha Coates , 2001, . 

Superman's Pockets, Tim Foster , 2007, 0955704006, 9780955704000. 

How's That Again?, Betty Whittaker White , 1994, 0962708615, 9780962708619. 

Sex Cells: The Medical Market for Eggs and Sperm, Rene Almeling , 2011, 0520270959, 9780520270954. Unimaginable

until the twentieth century, the clinical practice of transferring eggs and sperm from body to body is now the basis of a

bustling market. In Sex Cells, Rene Almeling provides an inside look at how egg agencies and sperm banks do business.

Although both men and women are usually drawn to donation for financial reasons, Almeling finds that clinics encourage

sperm donors to think of the payments as remuneration for an easy "job." Women receive more money but are urged to

regard egg donation in feminine terms, as the ultimate "gift" from one woman to another. Sex Cells shows how the

gendered framing of paid donation, as either a job or a gift, not only influences the structure of the market, but also
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profoundly affects the individuals whose genetic material is being purchased.

Fat Stan and the Lollipop Man, Stephen Pern , 1989, 009970420X, 9780099704201. 

Nine Magic Secrets of Long Life, Howard E. Hill , 1982, 0136224725, 9780136224723. 

Excel HSC & Preliminary PD, Health and PE, Fay Courtney, David Thomas , 2005, 174125115X, 9781741251159. 

Macroeconomics Value Package (Includes Study Guide, Macroeconomics), Olivier Blanchard , 2008, 0138149216,

9780138149215. 

The Hidden Science of Lost Civilisations: The Source Field Investigations, David Wilcock , 2012, 0285640887,

9780285640887. David Wilcock believes that a hidden intelligence, a living energy field that the Universe is built from,

which he calls the Source Field, is guiding mankinda s destiny. Investigating the Source Field and the Mayan Prophecy

(the belief that the world will end on December 21st 2012) David Wilcock finds evidence to suggest that 2012 will,

actually, be an age that has already begun where mankind will rediscover an ancient system of physics and spirituality

that was once widely used but has since fallen into ruin. This will allow mankind to find a higher state of consciousness

and realise our full potential. David Wilcock draws on cutting-edge quantum physics and consciousness research but in a

manner that resonates with ancient wisdom traditions to discover what lies in the future.

Confessions of an English Opium-Eater and Other Writings, Thomas De Quincey , 2013, 0191637904, 9780191637902. 'I

took it: - and in an hour, oh! Heavens! what a revulsion! what an upheaving, from its lowest depths, of the inner spirit!

what an apocalypse of the world within me!' Thomas De Quincey's Confessions of an English Opium-Eater (1821)

launched a fascination with drug use and abuse that has continued from his day to ours. In the Confessions De Quincey

invents recreational drug taking, but he also details both the lurid nightmares that beset him in the depths of his

addiction as well as his humiliatingly futile attempts to renounce the drug. Suspiria de Profundis centres on the deep

afflictions of De Quincey's childhood, and examines the powerful and often paradoxical relationship between drugs and

human creativity. In 'The English Mail-Coach', the tragedies of De Quincey's past are played out with horrifying

repetitiveness against a backdrop of Britain as a Protestant and an imperial power. This edition presents De Quincey's

finest essays in impassioned autobiography, together with three appendices that are highlighted by a wealth of

manuscript material related to the three main texts. ABOUT THE SERIES: For over 100 years Oxford World's Classics has

made available the widest range of literature from around the globe. Each affordable volume reflects Oxford's

commitment to scholarship, providing the most accurate text plus a wealth of other valuable features, including expert

introductions by leading authorities, helpful notes to clarify the text, up-to-date bibliographies for further study, and

much more.

Find Your Heart, Pedie Wolfond , 2004, 0973508515, 9780973508512. 

From the Ashes of the Past, Duane Fillmore , 2011, 0982795033, 9780982795033. 
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Storytown, Grade 3 Advanced Reader Collection, 5pk: Harcourt School Publishers Storytown, HSP , 2006, 0153670274,

9780153670275. 

Meqoqo ya phirimana, Kgang Abel Motheane , 2005, 0981400825, 9780981400822. 

Elk Hunting Tales: An Anthology of Historic Outdoor Adventures from the Pages of Bugle Magazine, Theodore Roosevelt ,

1990, 0962724815, 9780962724817. 

Seriously Rude Joke Book, George Coote , , . 

Official Journal, Office For Harmonization In The Internal Market Trade Marks And Designs Staff , 1996, . 

Thunder Below!: The USS Barb Revolutionizes Submarine Warfare in World War II, Eugene B. Fluckey , 1997,

0252066707, 9780252066702. The thunderous roar of exploding depth charges was a familiar and comforting sound to

the crew members of the USS Barb, who frequently found themselves somewhere between enemy fire and Davy Jones's

locker. Under the leadership of her fearless skipper, Captain Gene Fluckey, the Barb sank the greatest tonnage of any

American sub in World War II. At the same time, the Barb did far more than merely sink ships - she changed forever the

way submarines stalk and kill their prey. This is a gripping adventure chock-full of "you-are-there" moments. Fluckey has

drawn on logs, reports, letters, interviews, and a recently discovered illegal diary kept by one of his torpedomen. And in a

fascinating twist, he uses archival documents from the Japanese Navy to give its version of events. The unique story of

the Barb begins with its men, who had the confidence to become unbeatable. Each team helped develop innovative

ideas, new tactics, and new strategies. All strove for personal excellence, and success became contagious. Instead of

lying in wait under the waves, the USS Barb pursued enemy ships on the surface, attacking in the swift and precise style

of torpedo boats. She was the first sub to use rocket missiles and to creep up on enemy convoys at night, joining the

flank escort line from astern, darting in and out as she sank ships up the column. Surface-cruising, diving only to escape,

"Luckey Fluckey" relentlessly patrolled the Pacific, driving his boat and crew to their limits. There can be no greater

contrast to modern warfare's long-distance, video-game style of battle than the exploits of the captain and crew of the

USS Barb, where the sub, out of ammunition, actually rammed an enemy ship untilit sank. Thunder Below! is a first-rate,

true-life, inspirational story of the courage and heroism of ordinary men under fire.

College algebra, Ron Larson, Roland E. Larson, Robert P. Hostetler, David E. Heyd , 1985, 0669086134,

9780669086133. 

World English 4, Peter Jovanovich, Christopher Morris , 1983, 0155975536, 9780155975538. 

What the Ladybird Heard, Julia Donaldson , 2012, 0230757375, 9780230757370. "Oink!" said the cats . . . With all the

MOOing and HISSing and BAAAing and CLUCKing, the farmyard is full of noise. But when Hefty Hugh and Lanky Len

hatch a plot to steal the fine prize cow, it's the quietest animal of all who saves the day! Spot the glittery ladybird on

every page of this wonderful rhyming tale."Oink!" said the cats . . . With all the MOOing and HISSing and BAAAing and
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CLUCKing, the farmyard is full of noise. But when Hefty Hugh and Lanky Len hatch a plot to steal the fine prize cow, it's

the quietest animal of all who saves the day! Spot the glittery ladybird on every page of this wonderful rhyming tale from

the creators of the bestselling THE PRINCESS AND THE WIZARD and SHARING A SHELL.

Harley, Howie and Hank, , 2013, 0989205908, 9780989205900. Emma befriends three miniature donkeys at the ranch

she and her parents visit in their search for a pony to adopt. Harley, Howie, and Hank, hungry and hoping for someone

to take them home and care for them, reach out to Emma. But her parents believe Emma really wants a pony and she

cant convince them otherwise. Driven by determination and compassion, she and her feathered friend, Humphrey, plan a

late night journey to the ranch to rescue the little donkeys.

Guide to Education and Training for Primary Care, Yvonne Carter, Neil Jackson , 2002, 0192632930, 9780192632937.

For patients, good quality primary healthcare is of fundamental importance. In order to provide quality care education

and training is paramount to professionals in primary care. Yvonne Carter and Neil Jackson have brought together a

group of well-known practitioners to help them give an up to date and comprehensive overview of education and training

in primary care. Readers will find much here which will help them chart the way forward in their own practice teams in

ways which should lead to good results for patients and that enhanced professionalism in practitioners so crucial to their

satisfaction and morals. - From the foreword by Sir Donald Irvine With the advent of PCGs/PCTs and a huge government

programme of primary care development comes a great need to understand the education and training system, and its

relation to other systems in the NHS, ie. service provision and research and development - a 'three systems approach'.

The book encourages and facilitates strategic thinking and planning in relation to education and training at various levels

including organisation, team and individual healthcare professional. The Guide to Education and Training in Primary Care

contains up to date information on educational concepts and practice for the benefit of all healthcare professionals in

primary care and the wider NHS. The book covers a range of issues paramount to education and training including clinical

governance, quality and audit, research methods, clinical effectiveness and evidence-based primary care. A chapter

devoted to learning from patients and coverarge of the interface between primary and secondary care make this book a

unique and valuable resource for all in primary care. About the Editors: Professor Yvonne Carter is Professor of General

Practice and Primary Care and Head of Department at Barts and the London, Queen Mary's School of Medicine and

Dentistry, University of London. She is editor of many books and iscommitted to increasing the research capacity in

primary care and is particularly interested in the accreditation of research practices and the development of primary care

research networks. Dr Neil Jackson is Dean of Postgraduate General Practice London Deanery, University of London. He is

currently advising the Governments of Georgia and Uzbekistan to develop systems of Primary Care, a network of GP

trainers and Family medicine Training programme in collaboration with the Departmentfor International Development and

Imperial College, London.
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Buttertea at Sunrise: A Year in the Bhutan Himalaya, Britta Das , 2007, 1550028960, 9781550028966. Often seen as a

magical paradise at the end of the world, Bhutan is inaccessible to most travellers. Set against the dramatic scenery of

the Himalaya, this beguiling memoir recalls hardships and happiness in a land almost untouched by the West. When

Britta Das goes to work as a physiotherapist in a remote village hospital, her good intentions are put to the test amid

monsoons, fleas, and startling conditions. But as she visits homes in the mountains and learns the mysteries of Tantric

Buddhism, the country captivates her very soul. Gaining insights into the traditions of the mystical kingdom, Britta makes

friends, falls in love, and battles illness. Throughout it all, as she writes, she worries about the "destructive nearness of

technology" and fears that Bhutan's charm and innocence may soon be lost. Still, Bhutan has endured for centuries, and

there is no denying that the country has transformed her life forever.

A Week by the Bay of Naples: Including a Day in Rome : a Guide for Students, Gillian H. Greef , 1997, 0953251330,

9780953251339. 

Edaphos: dynamics of a natural soil system, Paul D. Sachs , 1993, 0963605305, 9780963605306. 

Piercing the Darkness, Frank E. Peretti , 1990, 0947468102, 9780947468101. 

No Two Alike: African-American Improvisations on a Traditional Patchwork Pattern, Eli Leon , 1998, 0966823001,

9780966823004. 

Pat the Cat, Colin Hawkins , 1985, 0140504591, 9780140504590. Meet Pat the cat. He's very fat, and wears a hat. How

about that?

Sb F8 Kiewiete Die Reenboogmasjien, Roderick Hunt, Antoinette Stimie, Alex Brychta , 1995, 0195712897,

9780195712896. 

Gary Bunt: The Long Way Round, Alexandra Fielding, Gary Bunt , 2010, 0955266769, 9780955266768. 

Range of Relign: Intro&new Peng Hb Livg Pkg, ANONIMO , 2004, 0131638750, 9780131638754. 

Investing in Emerging Growth Stocks: Making Money with Tomorrow's Blue Chips by Identifying Growth Industries,

Finding the Next "home-run" Stock, Controlling Risk, James W. Broadfoot , 1998, 0966434609, 9780966434606. 

Mechanical Witness: A History of Motion Picture Evidence in U.S. Courts, Louis Georges Schwartz , 2009, 0195315057,

9780195315059. Mechanical Witness is the first cultural and legal history charting the changing role and theoretical

implications of film and video use as courtroom evidence. Schwartz moves from the earliest employment of film in the

courts of the 1920s to the notious 1991 Rodney Kind video, revealing how the courts have developed a reliance on film

and video technologies and contributed to the growing influence of visual media as a dominant mode of knowledge

formation. At the same time, film and video in juridical contexts has developed a distinct theoretical legacy. The particular

qualities of film as evidence both resonate with and contradict existing scholarship-focusing on economic, social, or

aesthetic factors-which hitherto has defined film's status and cultural contribution. In the context of a trial, the possible
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meanings of a film change from its meanings when shown in a movie theater or broadcast on television, yet the public

(and cinema scholars) tend to assume that the two are the same. Mechanical Witness demonstrates that we must

understand evidentiary film and video's institutional specificity if we are to understand the full effects of motion picture

technologies on our culture. This study sets the terms for a long overdue assessment of how the entertainment industry

has shaped our film viewing practices, the place of moving picture evidence in the courtroom, and the social and cultural

consequences of these intertwined histories.

Post-Freudian dreaming, Dick Bentley, Steven Riel , 2002, 0941895246, 9780941895248. 

Science Grade 5 Equipment Kit Unit E: Harcourt School Publishers Science, HSP , 2007, 0153736445, 9780153736445. 

Flowers of Wyoming's Big Horn Mountains and Big Horn Basin, Earl R. Jensen , 1987, 0961874503, 9780961874506. 

Maths 2000: 4, Book 4, , ISBN 0174219016, 9780174219019, , 1996, 0174219431, 9780174219439. Maths 2000 is a

scheme that offers a straightforward approach to maths teaching through pupil materials. It is divided into separate

number and topic (shape, space, handling data) strands to provide flexibility. Each strand is then divided into clearly

defined units of work which provide approximately one week's worth of work. A strong emphasis on numeracy

throughout ensures pupils are continually using their mathematical skills, knowledge and understanding. From Stage 3

onwards the pupil material is presented in a core number book and a core topic book for each year. The books are

structured as a series of units of work, each with an introductory activity followed by a logical development of new ideas

with open ended tasks.

On the Pull, G. J. Walker , 2007, 0595449298, 9780595449293. Hi Readers, well I wrote this book because of the total

lack of imagination used when picking up potential partners, no longer will you have to listen to lines as bad as "Did it

Hurt, When you fell from Heaven baby."

Babylon, Volume 4, Art Ayris , 2013, 0984063897, 9780984063895. The Persian King Darius conquers Babylon and in his

old age, Daniel is tested again for his faith, this time in a den of lions. God rescues him and elevates him to leadership

with the new Persian government.

Nina, Nina Ballerina, Jane O'Connor , 2009, 1442009209, 9781442009202. An accident becomes an opportunity for Nina

to stand out in a group of dancing butterflies at the dance show

Expl Powerpt 2002 Comprehnsv and Nav Blkbd Pkg, Robert T. Grauer, Barber , 2003, . 

Holiday English : 4o Primaria, Plcido Bazo Martnez, Marcos Peate Cabrera, Cathy Shipton , 2001, 0194544958,

9780194544955. 

Memoires of Beautiful Burke Virginia, Nan Netherton, Ruth Preston Rose , 1988, 0962061905, 9780962061905. 

Teach'in Football (1st Edition): Guide for Parents, the Illustrated Art of Teaching Football Fundamentals to Your Children,

Bob Swope , 2003, 0970582749, 9780970582744. 
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A Sixpenny Christmas, Katie Flynn , 2012, 0099574640, 9780099574644. As the worst storm of the century breaks

across the North West, sweeping through Snowdonia and across the Mersey to burst upon Liverpool, two women. Molly

and Ellen, give birth to girls in a Liverpool maternity hospital. Despite their different backgrounds, they become firm

friends. Molly lives on a hill farm in Snowdonia while Ellen is married to Sam O'Mara, a dock worker who is quicker with a

punch than a kiss. After one punch too many, Ellen throws her husband out, and eventually leaves Liverpool to live with

Molly in Snowdonia. Ellen and her daughter throw themselves into their new life with enthusiasm, unaware of the threat

that is lurking in the Welsh mountains. And as another horrendous storm breaks across the hills, the two women's lives

are about to take a new turn, but this time they will face the danger together.

Architectural Shadow Projection, John M. Holmes , 1985, 0946400253, 9780946400256. 

Paul Selwood: Perspective Cutouts, Anthony Bond, Anthony Bond OAM , 2011, 0980752086, 9780980752083. 

The Thirteen Original Sins Jaded, Shaun J. Apple , 2007, 0958297827, 9780958297820. 

7. 62 X 39mm SKS Rifle, Ian D. Skennerton , 2003, 0949749613, 9780949749611. 

Core Knowledge Sequence: Content and Skill Guidelines for Grades K-8, Core Knowledge Foundation , 2010,

1890517259, 9781890517250. 

Mini casas ecolgicas, Daniela Santos Quartino , 2009, 849682375X, 9788496823754. Co2-Saver (Lake Laka, Poland),

Arq. Peter Kuczia -- Residence Steigereiland (Amsterdam, the Netherlands), Arq. FARO Architecten -- Domespace

(Quimper, France), Arq. Patrick Marsilli -- Steel and wood house (Asturias, Spain), Arq. Ecosistema Urbano Arquitectos --

House on the hil (Weidling, Austria), Arq. Sintax Architecture -- Between Alder and Oak (Bad Rothenfelde, Germany),

Arq. Andreas Wenning/Baumraum --Juniper House (Gotlans, Sweeden), Arq. Murman Arkitekter -- Modern cabana

(throughout the USA), Arq. Casper Mork -- Seadrift Residence (California, USA), Arq. CCS Architecture -- It House

(California, USA), Arq. Taalman Koch Architecture -- Mini home (Vancouver, Canada), Arq. Daniel Hall & Andy

Thompson/Sustain Design Studio -- Conhouse 2+ (Trebnje, Slovenia), Arq. Jure Kotnik -- Box Home (Oslo, Norway), Arq.

Sami Eggertsson Rintala -- House Ijburg (Amsterdam, the Netherlands), Arq. Marc Koehler Architects -- Lake Seymour

Getaway (Marmora, Canada), Arq. UCArchitect -- Lake House (Port Stephens, Australia), Arq. Casey Brown Architecture --

Final wooden house (Komamura, Japan), Arq. Sou Fujimoto Architects -- Aluminum-ring House 1 (Kanagawa, Japan),

Arq. Yasuhiro Yamashita/Atelier Tekuto -- Straw house (Eschenz, Switzerland), Arq. Felix Jerusalem -- Lovely Ladies

Weekender (Victoria, Australia), Arq. Marc Dixon -- Crow's Nest House in Hattem (Hattem, the Netherlands), Arq.

Arconiko Architecten -- Barrio Metlico (Arizona, USA), Arq. Rob Paulus Architects -- House 205 (Barcelona, Spain), Arq. H

Arquitectes -- Joshua Tree, Arq. Hangar Design Group -- The Eyelid House (Victoria, Australia), Arq. Fiona Winzar

Architects -- Clay field (Suffolk, United Kingdom), Arq. Riches Hawley Mikhail Architects -- Glass & timber houses
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(London, United Kingdom), Arq. Hampson Williams.

The Penguin Complete Saki, Saki , 1976, 0140184201, 9780140184204. Macabre, acid and very funny, Saki's work drives

a knife into the upper crust of English Edwardian life. Here are the effete and dashing heroes, Reginald, Clovis and

Comus Bassington, and tea on the lawn with articulate duchesses, the smell of gunshot and

Beyond Time Management: Life Balancing Connections, Jane Allen Petrick , 1998, 0966467027, 9780966467024. 

Historical Research, Elizabeth Ann Danto , 2008, 0195333063, 9780195333060. What, exactly, was the Charity

Organization Society? Was it a cluster of affluent women imposing their moral propriety on the poor in the early 20th

Century? Or was it the first concerted effort to professionalize previously random, subjective allocations of benefits and

entitlements? This book will help researchers explore systematically such fascinating questions and debates in social work

and social welfare history.Mastering how to pose historical questions is as essential as finding the answers. This book,

from its wide-ranging coverage of historiographic theory to detailed guidelines for conducting oral history and archival

research, offers clear and practical research tools: how to design a study, select primary sources, understand the

vocabulary of archives, determine useful secondary sources, and analyze them all. The book also features a guide to

archives and special collections that details their holdings, access and locations, and research grants - essential

knowledge for any researcher.The thrill of stumbling across unexplored data in the stacks of a library is notorious. Now,

this clearly written pocket guide will help established scholars as well as doctoral students get the most out of historical

data.

Smart Shopping Montreal, Sandra Phillips , 2004, . 

Opening My Wings to Fly: What Animals Have Taught Me, Tera Thomas , 2001, 0971090211, 9780971090217. 

Equipping Your Church for Tomorrow, Fred Bacon , 1987, 0950744913, 9780950744919. 

Plato's Republic; The Greek Text, B Jowett , 2012, 1236655923, 9781236655929. This historic book may have numerous

typos and missing text. Purchasers can download a free scanned copy of the original book (without typos) from the

publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1894 edition. Excerpt: ...In Bekker's Collation Of n And E. By C. Castellani.

N.B.--Some of the above corrections have been anticipated by Stallbaum and others; see Schneiders Preface, p. xxxi. The

general result is to raise somewhat the character of II and also to establish more clearly its affinity to the later MSS. D K

q &. L. C. APPENDIX IV. _by E. Rostagno. De Cod. 4 Plutei Xxviu, Qui Caesenae In Bibl. Malatestiana Asservatur. Codex

est bombycinus, exeunte saeculo xn maiore ex parte, ut videtur, exaratus, foliis 418, versibus plerumque quadragenis,

aut singulis et quadragenis. Ad formam voluminis quod attinet, hanc ita sum mensus: o, 228-40x0, 339-41. Complectitur

autem 52 quaterniones, qui octonis foliis constant, praeter quaternionem 40 (V, cui unum deficit: in textu tamen nulla

lacuna hie deprehenditur. Singulorum quaternionum seriem numeri, graecis Uteris exarati, atque in infimo ultimae

paginae margine rubro charactere depicti, repraesentant. Postremo quaternio 49 jj&, quamquam unius paginae lacuna
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laborat (vide sis Uokithv $ p. 510 D) nihilo minus octo foliis et ipse constat. Notandum interim est, in hisce 52

quatemionibus haud contineri tria ff., quibus volumen incipit, quaeque seorsim ab illis in vol. collocata sunt. Insunt

praeterea in ipso voluminis ingressu duo ff. membranacea, interioris integumenti locum obtinentia (ut vulgo dicunt 'fogli

di guardia'), binis columnis exarata, saeculoque circiter xiv conscripta. De re theologica in illis agitur, ut textus quidem

docere nos videtur. Hinc, speciminis ergo, quae sequuntur exscripsi: ' Quia? in superioribus consideramus qualiter deus

sit secundum se ipsum, restat considerandum qualiter sit in cogitatione nostra, id est, quomodo cogitetur a creaturis.

Circa hoc quaeruntur xiii. Primo utrum aliquis intellectus...

The Narcissist, Jade Venus , 2007, 0980307481, 9780980307481. 

Surgical Technology Review: Certification and Professionalism, Karen L. Chambers, Valerie Roche , 2010, 0803616767,

9780803616769. For the surgical technology student, a conveniently-sized exam prep text. Includes a 150 question pre-

test and a 150 question post-test to help exam candidates assess their knowledge before they begin studying and again

after they review the content in the book. Each chapter provides a brief content outline that summarizes the information

presented on the exam. Practice questions appear throughout the text to reinforce the content. 142 line drawings and

photographs illustrate anatomy, positioning, and instruments. Also includes advice on resume writing, interviewing and

what to expect when entering the profession. Features a student CD with 1,000 multiple-choice questions identified by

exam content area with brief rationales.

The Butterfly Girl, Racheal Baughan , 2008, 1844545482, 9781844545483. Racheal Baughan suffered from the illness

BDD (Body Dysmorphic Disorder), a powerful and destructive condition that causes you to see a completely distorted

reflection of yourselfthe person in front of the mirror might be extremely good looking, but their state of mind dictates

that they see a flawed and deformed image. Despite a loving and caring family, Racheal developed acute anxieties about

her appearance and in her early teens took to wearing excessive make-up which, for her, acted like a mask. Then

atnbsp;13 she experienced a life-shattering tragedy. Slipping into a deep depression, Racheal began to spend hours

alone and became increasingly distressed about the distorted reflection of her face. She began to inhale aerosols, self-

harm, and eventually developed anorexia and bulimia. Desperate to find out the cause of her daughter's problem, her

mother encouraged her to participate in a television discussion show. An expert on the show was the one to identify

Racheal's condition as BDD and for Racheal this was to be the turning point of her life. Racheal is now a strong, happy,

and confident young woman and although a recovery from severe BDD may never be complete, Racheal has truly moved

on with her life.

Pickering Recaptured, Larry Pickering , 1980, 0959661883, 9780959661880. 

Prentice Hall science explorer, Michael J. Padilla, Ioannis Miaoulis, Prentice-Hall, Inc, Martha Cyr , 2002, 013053479X,

9780130534798. 
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Workbook in Everyday Spanish: Book 1 Level 2-3, Julio I. Andujar, Robert J. Dixson , 1996, 013051294X,

9780130512949. 

Luah Hashanah 5772, United Synagogue of Conservative Judaism , 2011, . A guide to prayers, readings, laws, and

customs for the synagogue and for the home.

Coherence in Psychotic Discourse, Branca Telles Ribeiro , 1994, 0195065972, 9780195065978. This fascinating study

explores the ways of establishing coherence in the discourse of a thought-disordered patient. Ribeiro analyzes the

discourse between a doctor and a patient who is under an acute psychotic crisis, and then later, when the patient is

deemed recovered. Ribeiro looks at how the participants jointly establish referential meaning, and how topic coherence is

achieved or breaks down. She then considers how the participants convey superordinate messages, metamessages, and

how the patient signals and assesses the frame of talk. Ribeiro concludes that psychotic discourse, while incoherent on

the level of topic, may be coherent on another level--that of frame. Using sociolinguistic discourse analysis,

conversational analysis, and frame analysis, with a dose of theory from contemporary cognitive psychology, Ribeiro's

book demonstrates the importance of contextualization in interaction.

Robot Santa: The Further Adventures of Santa's Twin, Dean Koontz , 2004, 0060509430, 9780060509439. Dean Koontz

kicks the holidayseason into high gear with a wildly inventive and wickedly funny sequel to his perennial Christmas

bestseller Santa's Twin. The Claus family's bad seed, Bob, is back and dishing out a second helping of holiday havoc and

headaches for his twin brother, Santa. Exactly a year has passed since Bob kidnapped Santa and visited Charlotte and

Emily in his stead, bearing gifts of mud pies, cat poop, and broccoli. After his defeat at the hands of the two brave

sisters, Bob has worked hard to redeem himself in Santa's eyes. Unfortunately Bob's spare time has been spent secretly

building a robot Santa Claus. Super Santa One was designed to help Santa halve his delivery time, but Bob has left a

screw loose on his creation (several screws, actually), and this Christmas Eve, a badly malfunctioning robot Santa Claus is

coming to town.

Norfolk Capers: 200 New Barn and Country Dances from Norfolk, Peggy Hazell , 1991, 0951428578, 9780951428573.

Contains 200 original country and barn dances, written between 1979 and 1989, including square dances, circle dances,

Sicilian circle dances, Christmas dances and six couple longways dances.

Natural Eating Manual Toolbox: The Indispensable Guide for the Serious Practitioner, Geoff Bond , 2001, 0971285217,

9780971285217. 

Dyslexia and Other Learning Difficulties: The Facts, Mark Selikowitz , 1993, 0192623001, 9780192623003. This book is a

clear and sympathetic guide to dyslexia and other learning difficulties - a subject that is often controversial and is of

concern to many parents and teachers. Written by a developmental pediatrician, the book deals with difficulties in

traditional academic areas such as reading, spelling, and arithmetic, as well as tackling more subtle conditions such as
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clumsiness, social unease, and hyperactivity. It describes clearly what is known about these problems, incorporating

current views and recent research into the explanation of the mental processes involved in learning. The helpful, practical

information will aid parents' understanding of their children's difficulties, and advice on managing difficult behaviors is

presented. The improvement of children's self-esteem is emphasized. Of further interest is a chapter on adults with

persisting learning difficulties. This is the first comprehensive guide to the learning disorders. The encouraging approach

and easy-to-read style will appeal particularly to parents, and will also be of value to professionals such as teachers,

psychologists, and speech therapists who need an authoritative and up-to-date account of this important subject.

Philosophical Writing: An Introduction, A. P. Martinich , 2009, 1405143924, 9781405143929. Substantially updated and

revised, the third edition of Philosophical Writing is designed to help those with little or no experience in philosophy to

think and write successfully. Traces the evolution of a good philosophical essay from draft stage to completion Now

includes new examples of the structures of a philosophical essay, new examples of rough drafts, tips on how to study for

a test and a new section on how to utilize the internet effectively Written with clarity and wit by a bestselling author 

The History of History: Politics and Scholarship in Modern India, Vinay Lal , 2003, 0195664655, 9780195664652. A

radical contribution to the understanding of Indian history as a discipline, this book explores the politics of history-writing

in modern India. It narrativizes the engagement of a civilization with the historical sensibility and modality. In doing so, it

asserts that history, in order to be understood better, has to deploy the language of the layperson in India, and interact

with the mythic, the ahistorical, and the folk. The endeavor is not to offer a comprehensive account over the last two

centuries, but rather to explore the manner in which historical thinking inserted itself into the public domain.

Obentoo, Volume 2, , 1999, 0170090116, 9780170090117. Obentoo is an innovative, three-stage course for junior and

senior high school learners that offers an exciting, culturally based approach to study of the Japanese language. Its clear,

colorful layout allows for a lively presentation of Japanese language and culture. Obentoo 2 is set at an international

school in Japan. Student books feature colorful, easy-to-use layouts, clear explanations of grammar and vocabulary, and

richly illustrated manga-style cartoons, also in audio recordings. Songs, cultural and socio-cultural background, and

stimulus material for follow-up activities are integrated into the lessons in Obentoo 2. The lesson structure of Obentoo 2

is similar to Obentoo 1, but Obentoo 2 focuses more on particular language points, and includes a new section which

provides lots of current, authentic expressions to expand students' vocabulary. Student Books also feature explanatory

notes on language taught in each unit, handy particle, adjective and verb charts, and comprehensive Japanese-

English/English-Japanese word lists. Each stage of the Obentoo course consists of a Student Book, a Workbook, audio

material and teacher support material.

Xxx, , 2001, . Much of the Amazon river is very mysterious... Especially the Amazon's freshwater dolphin. Smaller and

even more graceful than dolphins that live in the open ocean, the Amazon freshwater dolphin, or buffeo, has been
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sighted more than a thousand miles upstream from where the river enters the sea. Amazon river dolphins are also known

as pink dolphins because, although they are born gray, they turn pink with age. Some tribes of people native to the lands

surrounding the Amazon speak of a legend of magical dolphins.This is the story of one of those magical creatures. The

Amazon River is the greatest of all the rivers of the world. It is often called the Ocean River because it is so large. The

Amazon drains the water from the largest rainforest in the world.

Mosaic Floatless Fair-isle (20 and 40 Stitch), Kathleen Kinder, George Kinder , 1987, 0951252704, 9780951252703. 

Lexington and Concord: The Beginning of the War of the American Revolution, Arthur Bernon Tourtellot , 2000,

0393320561, 9780393320565. "Tourtellot's book is the best account we have of the day of Lexington and Concord. The

actions of each individual who played a conspicuous part in the day's work are minutely traced but Mr. Tourtellot never

loses the main thread of his narrative and the wealth of detail he has included gives substance and color to an exciting

story."-- J. C. Miller, New York Herald Tribune Book Review "Tourtellot does not let his 19th of April float up in the spring

air unconnected with a past or a future. He has built in very skillfully the story of the months before that day and then

sends its echoes rolling on through time--and into distant states and nations....No other book generally available

performs an even remotely comparable job....Makes full use of old material, adds a good deal that has come to light in

the intervening years and, standing firmly on its own base, presents magnificently for the general reader and the

specialist this immortal opening chapter of our beginnings as a nation."--Bruce Lancaster, The Saturday Review "The

result of thoughtful examination of the evidence and clear writing."--Walter Muir Whitehill, New England Quarterly "An

absorbing and vital history, containing much newly published information about a crucial week in the history of the

United States. "--J.M. Goodsell, Christian Science Monitor

The Dakota Peoples: A History of the Dakota, Lakota and Nakota through 1863, Jessica Dawn Palmer , 2011,

0786451459, 9780786451456. The Dakota people, alternatively referred to as Sioux Native Americans or Oceti Sakowin

(The People of the Seven Council Fires), have a storied history that extends to a time well before the arrival of European

settlers. This work offers a comprehensive history of the Dakota people and is largely based on eyewitness accounts from

the Dakota themselves, including legends, traditions, and winter counts. Included are detailed analyses of the various

divisions (tribes and bands) of the Dakota people, including the Lakota and Nakota tribes. Topics explored include the

Dakotas' early government, the role of women within the Dakota tribes, the rituals and rites of the Dakota people, and

the influence of the white man in destroying Dakotan culture.

Reveille Souvenir Collectors Edition, Graham Barry, John Gatfield , 2003, 0975050605, 9780975050606. 

Itse Selu: Cherokee Harvest Festival, Daniel Pennington , 2009, . Little Wolf and his family prepare to celebrate the

Green Corn Festival, which honors the Cherokee's most important food crop

The Pub and the People: A Worktown Study, Mass Observation , 2011, 0571280846, 9780571280841. Mass Observation
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was founded by Tom Harrisson, Charles Madge and Humphrey Jennings in 1937. Its purpose was to create 'an

anthropology of ourselves' in other words, to study the everyday lives of ordinary people in Britain. Discounting an initial

pamphlet, this was the eleventh book to be published. It appears in Faber Finds as a part of an extensive reissue

programme of the original Mass Observation titles. Four Worktown (Bolton) volumes were projected but only The Pub

and the People made it into print. After many delays it was finally published in 1943. It remains one of the most

important of the Mass Observation titles and it is significant it was the one Tom Harrisson himself selected for

republication when the new Mass Observation archive was established. As the title indicates the book is in two parts: the

pub: the people. The Pub has four chapters: The Pub: The Drink: Drink-Servers: Drinking Places. The People has eight

chapters: Drinkers: Drinking: Drunk: Singers and Pianists and Bookies and Prostitutes: Sub-Group Pub Groups: Sports,

Games and Gambling: Non-drinking: The Last Hour! This represents Mass Observation at its most pure and objective, the

result is a unique anatomizing of one of our most time-honoured recreations.

The Goshawk, Terence Hanbury White , 1984, 014059003X, 9780140590036. 

The Bridge Between, Mary Williams , 1992, 1860560113, 9781860560118. 

Microprocessor System Servicing, John D. Ferguson, Louie Macari, Peter Williams , 1987, 0135811325, 9780135811320. 

The Devil's Asteroid, Manly Wade Wellman , 2012, 1612104606, 9781612104607. The Rock Bred Evolution in

Reverse...ExcerptIt was not very large, as asteroids go, but about it clung a silvery mist of atmosphere. Deeper flashes

through the mist betokened water, and green patches hinted of rich vegetation. The space-patroller circled the little

world knowledgeably, like a wasp buzzing around an apple. In the control room, by the forward ports, the Martian

skipper addressed his Terrestrial companion."I wissh you joy of yourr new home," he purred. Like many Martians, he was

braced upright on his lower tentacles by hoops and buckles around his bladdery body, so that he had roughly a human

form, over which lay a strange loose armor of light plates. In the breathing hole of his petal-tufted skull was lodged an

artificial voice-box that achieved words. "I rregrret--"Fitzhugh Parr glowered back. He was tall, even for a man of Earth,

and his long-jawed young face darkened with wrath. "Regret nothing," he snapped. "You're jolly glad to drop me on this

little hell.""Hell?" repeated the Martian reproachfully. "But it iss a ssplendid miniaturre worrld--nineteen of yourr miless in

diameterr, with arrtificial grravity centerr to hold airr and waterr; ssown, too, with Terresstrrial plantss. And companionss

of yourr own rrace."

Public Enemy #1 the Bank, Robert Clayton , 2003, 0973273208, 9780973273205. Public Enemy #1 - the Bank by Robert

ClaytonThe bizarre and hidden agenda of the banks, finally exposed!

Teaching Science for Understanding: A Practical Guide for Middle and High School Teachers, James J. Gallagher, James

Joseph Gallagher , 2007, 0131144251, 9780131144255. Teaching Middle and High School Science for Understanding: A

Practical Guide for Teachers provides a theoretical and practical introduction to teaching science for understanding and
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application. The book is grounded in a new paradigm for science education that is consistent with the Project 2061,

National Science Education Standards and reform programs in many states. It is based on formal research and on

experiences of teachers who have been successful in transforming their classrooms from traditional forms of instruction

to an environment where students learn to understand science and apply it in their own lives. The author's experience in

classrooms, and with practicing teachers in the U.S. and in several other nations, add richness to this book as a resource

for helping teachers improve their professional effectiveness. The author demonstrates science teaching through three

different levels of learning activities: building students' base of information developing understanding applying knowledge

Each chapter guides you through the type of planning and instruction you will need to create a constructivist environment

in your classroom, providing you with specific activities and examples to illustrate how you can teach science for

understanding.

Sailing, Peter Heaton , 1978, 0140460497, 9780140460490. 

Attack Against the National Socialist World-View, Preuss , 2001, . 

Organic Molecular Model Kit, Steve Darling , 2006, 0132334712, 9780132334716. Darling Models(tm) contain various

pieces used to build atoms, bonds and molecules. These models bring visual representation and hands on learning to the

microscopic world of molecules.

Charlotteville Cycling Club 1903-1953, D. J. Field, Charlotteville Cycling Club , 2004, 0954662717, 9780954662714. 

The Cow Book, Marc Gallant , 1983, 0394520343, 9780394520346. Presents a cow's eye view of the history of

civilization. Illustrated with paintings by artrists from around the world.

The Book of Courage, Matthew Kelly , 2003, 1929266103, 9781929266104. 

Donizetti's Lucia Di Lammermoor: Opera Classics Library Series, Burton D. Fisher , 2005, 0977145549, 9780977145546.

A comprehensive guide to Donizetti's LUCIA DI LAMMERMOOR, featuring insightful and in depth Commentary and

Analysis, a complete, newly translated Libretto with Italian/English side-by side, and over 25 music highlight examples.

Women about Town, Laura Jacobs , 2003, 0142002771, 9780142002773. Debut novelist Laura Jacobs joins an elite

group of authors (Jane Austen, Nancy Mitford, Diane Johnson) whose novels celebrate intelligent, modest, witty, and

endearingly funny women. Iris Biddle is forty years old and determined to take it gracefully. What she'd really like is to

wake up one morning with all errands done, her posh custom-lampshade business ahead of schedule, and absolutely no

worries. Lana Burton is a young theater critic moving up the New York hierarchy, but she's learning that some friends

resent a slow climb as much as a fast one. The setting is Manhattan, but women everywhere can identify with Iris and

Lana as they struggle to keep friendships afloat, the checkbook balanced, the career moving, and the morale up, not to

mention achieving their dreams while staying true to themselves.

Rebel Fire, Andrew Lane , 2012, 1429961716, 9781429961714. Fourteen-year-old Sherlock Holmes knows that Amyus
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Crowe, his mysterious American tutor, has some dark secrets. But he didnt expect to find John Wilkes Booth, the

notorious assassin, apparently alive and well in Englandand Crowe somehow mixed up in it. When no one will tell you the

truth, sometimes you have to risk all to discover it for yourself. And so begins an adventure that will take Sherlock across

the Atlantic, to the center of a deadly webwhere a friend is in peril and a defeated army threatens to rise again.Andrew

Lanes exciting second case for the teenage Sherlock leads the young detective to America, straight into the heart of a

shocking conspiracy.

Shipping Casualties: Report of a Formal Investigation Into the Circumstances Attending the Foundering on 15th April,

1912, of the British Steamship "Titanic," of Liverpool, After Striking Ice in Or Near Latitude 4146 N., Longitude 5014 W.,

North Atlantic Ocean, Whereby Loss of Life Ensued ..., Great Britain. Parliament, John Charles Bigham Mersey (Viscount)

, 1912, 0115004998, 9780115004995. 

Strategy and Siege, Damon Galgut , 2005, 0143024876, 9780143024873. 

Everybody Up 4-6 Teachers Book (Japanese), Susan Banman Sileci, Patrick Jackson , 2012, 0194105253,

9780194105255. 

Medical School Interviews: A Practical Guide to Help You Get That Place at Medical School: Over 150 Questions Analysed,

George Lee, Olivier Picard , 2006, 1905812043, 9781905812042. This book presents an in-depth look at over 150

medical school interview questions. The book provides you with techniques to address the various types of questions,

analyses good and bad examples of answers, teaches you how to add depth to your answers and how to answer those

difficult ethical scenarios and lateral thinking questions. If someone asked you: Why medicine? or What are the qualities

of a good doctor? Would you crumble or would you respond with the same old cliche as the next candidate? How about:

What makes a good team player? Are you a leader or a follower? Should alcoholics receive liver transplants? Was it a

good idea to send a man to the moon?

Modern Chinese Stories, William John Francis Jenner , 1974, 0195197887, 9780195197884. 

High Performance Programming, Mike Boucher, Diane Boucher , 2000, 0130166715, 9780130166715. 

Summer Windows of 'Sconset on Nantucket Island, Peter Gott, Pat Miller , 1999, 0967230004, 9780967230009. 

Sefirot of Lemniscate, Aaron Carter , 2003, 0972801006, 9780972801003. 

Sketches and Streams: Comics by Antonio Romero, Antonio Romero , 2012, . 

The Neighborhood Access Code: Bringing Compassion to the Classroom, Jean Giddens , 2010, 0132675137,

9780132675130. The Neighborhood is an online learning platform designed to enhance nursing education, distributed by

Pearson Health Science. The Neighborhood presents unfolding stories about a virtual community populated by diverse

characters - including families, nurses and physicians. The Neighborhood also includes institutions representing various

health care settings, and a weekly Neighborhood newspaper. The interrelated character stories, enhanced with video
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clips, photos, biographical information, and medical records, reflect the health care issues and illnesses represented in a

typical population, as reported by the CDC. This longitudinal case study crosses the entire nursing curriculum, and is

designed to be used by instructors in any course or course type to allow students to more easily connect what they are

learning with patient experience. The Neighborhood was developed by Jean Giddens, PhD, professor of nursing at the

College of Nursing at the University of New Mexico in Albuquerque.

Justice: A Lydia Clarke Novel, Edna Carew , 2008, 097311486X, 9780973114867. 

Zion's Darkness, Lawrence S. Pratt , 2002, 0972317309, 9780972317306. This is a strong fictional critique of

authoritarian institutions in general and organized religion in particular. Centers around Katherine and John Torino who,

devastated by the death of their infant daughter, believe they have found solace and comfort in a faith brought to their

door by missionaries of the American Church of the New Christ. Persuaded to move from their lifelong home to the

center of church influence, they quickly find that their adopted faith is a far cry from what they had been led to believe.

The book traces the interactions the young couple has with others in the faith and they are bewildered and overwhelmed

to find themselves caught up in a closed culture of deceit, hypocrisy, and violence where all of humanity's dark evils lurk

below a thin veneer of religious piety.

Vest-Pocket Real Estate Advisor, Martin J. Miles , 1990, 0139649417, 9780139649417. 

Underground Homes, Louis Wampler , 1978, 0960176012, 9780960176014. 

Homeowners' Insurance Availability in Disaster Prone Areas: Hearing Before the Subcommittee on Housing and

Community Opportunity of the Committee on Banking and Financial Services, House of Representatives, 105th Congress,

1st Session, June 24, 1997, , United States. Congress. House. Committee on Banking and Financial Services.

Subcommittee on Housing and Community Opportunity , 1997, 016055618X, 9780160556180. 

Childline Empty Bin, Random House , 1987, . 

108 Stitches: Words We Live By, Harriette Cole , 2013, 0988909219, 9780988909212. 

Jannis Kounellis, Giorgio Morandi, Sprovieri Gallery , 2001, 0954141601, 9780954141608. 

The Oystercatchers, Volume 1, , , 2004, 0975195301, 9780975195307. 

The Oxford Book of Japanese Short Stories, Theodore W. Goossen , 2010, 0199583196, 9780199583195. This collection

of short stories, including many new translations, is the first to span the whole of Japan's modern era from the end of the

nineteenth century to the present day. Beginning with the first writings to assimilate and rework Western literary

traditions, through the flourishing of the short story genre in the cosmopolitan atmosphere of the Taisho era, to the new

breed of writers produced under the constraints of literary censorship, and the current writings reflecting the pitfalls and

paradoxes of modern life, this anthology offers a stimulating survey of the development of the Japanese short story.

Various indigenous traditions, in addition to those drawn from the West, recur throughout the stories: stories of the self,
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of the Water Trade (Tokyo's nightlife of geishas and prostitutes), of social comment, love and obsession, legends and

fairytales. This collection includes the work of two Nobel prize-winners: Kawabata and Oe, the talented women writers

Hirabayashi, Euchi, Okamoto, and Hayashi, together with the acclaimed Tanizaki, Mishima, and Murakami. The

introduction by Theodore Goossen gives insight into these exotic and enigmatic, sometimes disturbing stories, derived

from the lyrical roots of Japanese literature with its distinctive stress on atmosphere and beauty.

Primarily Math: A Problem Solving Approach, Sharon Eckert , 2005, 1593631235, 9781593631239. It is important that

schools emphasize a problem-solving approach to mathematics beginning in the early years and continuing through high

school. Students should learn to value the process of solving problems, as well as getting the correct solutions. The

strategies in this book will help students reason, develop their problem-solving strategies, grow in their ability to

communicate mathematically, and develop confidence in their mathematical abilities.Five different problem-solving

strategies are carefully taught using teacher-directed interactive introductory lessons. A series of practice problems follow

the introductory lessons for each strategy. The strategies include: using a manipulative or acting out a problem, drawing

a picture or diagram, extending a repeating pattern,making a table or list, and choosing relevant information. Each

strategy is first introduced through several carefully presented problems that include introductory group lessons and

instructional notes for the teachers. Additionally, the last section of the book presents a variety of problems that give

students the opportunity to apply the problem-solving strategies they have learned. This is the perfect supplement to any

primary math program, as well as an excellent resource for a math center. All problems are delightfully illustrated and

reproducible.

The Beat Generation, Jack Kerouac , 2012, 1847492614, 9781847492616. What are writers trying to do? They are trying

to create a universe in which they have lived or would like to live. To write they must go there and submit to conditions

they may not have bargained for. Sometimes, as in the case of Kerouac, the effect produced by a writer is immediate, as

if a generation were waiting to be written. Following a day in the lives of a group of rugged off-duty railroad brakemen as

they drink, bet on the horses and generally shoot the shit, Beat Generation explores the philosophical and the spiritual,

culminating in a memorable dialogue with a colourful bishop. Entertaining and exuberant, and conjuring up a thrilling,

smoke-filled, atmospheric New York of bygone days, the play probes the American working-class psyche and tackles

profound questions of religion, mortality and rebirth. Written in 1957, but only recently rediscovered in manuscript form

in a New Jersey warehouse, Beat Generation bears the hallmarks of vintage Kerouac: flowing, stream-of-consciousness

language, orchestrated with a jazz-musician-like sense of adventure and rhythm.

Main Street Money: How to Outwit, Outsmart, and Out Invest the Wall Street Bullies, Mark Matson , 2012, 0985362006,

9780985362003. Why don't folks see that stockbrokers can't predict the future? After all, people scoff at astrologers and

tarot card readers, but if some guy in a suit says he is a market analyst, people can't wait to hear his insider advice for
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what to do during a stock run or slump. Investment adviser Mark Matson calls these so-called experts what they are:

bullies. They are bullies because they line their own pockets by pushing mom-and-pop investors into taking risks they

don't fully understand. His plainspoken new financial guide will show you how to outwit, outsmart, and out-invest Wall

Street bullies. The wisdom contained in these pages will give you peace of mind about investing your hard-earned

dollars. Instead of special tricks or hot tips, Matson teaches how to seek wealth responsibly by utilizing the free market

and ignoring the three big investment lies propagated by Wall Street. Main Street Money: How to Outwit, Outsmart, and

Out-invest Wall Street's Biggest Bullies is a book that believes every individual can become a portfolio master who can

rise up and take control over his or her own financial future. To do so, novice investors will need to learn every trick and

trap in their path. Matson knows these follies all too well. For the first years of his career, he worked in the belly of the

beast on Wall Street, recruiting clients to invest in mutual funds whose managers falsely promised they could outperform

the market. "Doing client reviews with investors and trying to explain why all of the gurus from the biggest mutual fund

companies like Vanguard, Fidelity, American Funds, and Templeton were losing to the market was gut-wrenching,"

Matson writes. "I was failing my clients. I couldn't eat or sleep, the stress was mounting. If I couldn't pick the best

managers in advance, what good was I?" After reading this book, even novice investors can master the critical ability to

allocate their financial resources. You will understand how capitalism powers global markets and how this knowledge can

fuel investment decisions. You will learn how to maintain the discipline necessary for seeking long-term investment

success. Mark's investment philosophy is broken down into easy-to-follow steps that introduce the language of the

investment industry. The book spells out why gambling with your financial future, though promoted by many financial

industry insiders, is a fool's errand. You will learn how to identify personal risk tolerance limits and build a financial

investment framework. You will come away with an understanding of how to design a portfolio that maximizes potential

returns at any level of investment risk. Unlike many other investment guides, this is not a book for speculators who see

money as a drug to be gambled with in order to create surges of adrenaline or ego. It's a fundamental course in learning

how to become the owner of your own financial future.

ADVANCES IN PROTEIN CHEMISTRY, Volume 41, , 1991, 0080582141, 9780080582146. ADVANCES IN PROTEIN

CHEMISTRY VOL 41

Constitution, North Shore Deaf Children's Association , 1972, 0959894403, 9780959894400. 

The Ecological Vision: Reflections on the American Condition, Peter Drucker , 2011, 141281412X, 9781412814126.

Periods of great social change reveal a tension between the need for continuity and the need for innovation. The

twentieth century has witnessed both radical alteration and tenacious durability in social organization, politics, economics,

and art. To comprehend these changes as history and as guideposts to the future, Peter F. Drucker has, over a lifetime,

pursued a discipline that he terms social ecology. The writings brought together in The Ecological Vision define the
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discipline as a sustained inquiry into the man-made environment and an active effort at maintaining equilibrium between

change and conservation. The chapters in this volume range over a wide array of disciplines and subject matter. They are

linked by a common concern with the interaction of the individual and society, and a common perspective that views

economics, technology, politics, and art as dimensions of social experience and expressions of social value. Included here

are profiles of such figures as Henry Ford, John C. Calhoun, Soren Kierkegaard, and Thomas Watson; analyses of the

economics of Keynes and Schumpeter;and explorations of the social functions of business, management, information,

and technology. Drucker's chapters on Japan examine the dynamics of cultural and economic change and afford striking

comparisons with similar processes in the West. In the concluding chapter, "Reflections of a Social Ecologist," Drucker

traces the development of his discipline through such intellectual antecedents as Alexis de Tocqueville, Walter Bagehot,

and Wilhelm von Humboldt. He illustrates the ecological vision, an active, practical, and moral approach to social

questions. Peter Drucker summarizes a lifetime of work and exemplifies the communicative clarity that are requisites of

all intellectual enterprises. His book will be of interest to economists, business people, foreign affairs specialists, and

intellectual historians.

Sam Perrie Trains High Fidelity Tracking Dogs (and Their Owners)., Sam Perrie , 2010, 095588571X, 9780955885716. 

House of Lords Bill, Stationery Office, The , 1999, . 

The Pilotage (Recognition of Qualifications and Experience) Regulations 2003, Great Britain , 2003, 0110459911,

9780110459912. Enabling power: European Communities Act 1972, s. 2 (2). Issued: 14.05.2003. Made: 05.05.2003.

Laid: 07.05.2003. Coming into force: 30.05.2003. Effect: 1987 c. 21 amended. Territorial extent & classification:

E/W/S/NI. General. EC note: These Regs implement directive 1999/42/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council

of 7th June 1999 in relation to qualifications which may be required, by competent harbour authorities in the UK. from

persons applying to such authorities for authorisation to act as pilots in inland waters

The Black Cauldron, Lloyd Alexander , 2006, 1429961929, 9781429961929. Since The Book of Three was first published

in 1964, young readers have been enthralled by the adventures of Taran the Assistant Pig-keeper and his quest to

become a hero. Taran is joined by an engaging cast of characters that includes Eilonwy, the strong-willed and sharp-

tongued princess; Fflewddur Fflam, the hyperbole-prone bard; the ever-faithful Gurgi; and the curmudgeonly Doli--all of

whom become involved in an epic struggle between good and evil that shapes the fate of the legendary land of

Prydain.Released over a period of five years, Lloyd Alexander's beautifully written tales not only captured children's

imaginations but also garnered the highest critical praise. The Black Cauldron was a Newbery Honor Book, and the final

volume in the chronicles, The High King, crowned the series by winning the Newbery Medal for "the most distinguished

contribution to American literature for children."Henry Holt is proud to present this classic series to a new generation of

young readers. Jackets have been handsomely redesigned while retaining the original art of Caldecott Medal-winning
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artist Evaline Ness. Each retypeset volume now includes a pronunciation guide prepared by Lloyd Alexander. A

companion book of short stories, The Foundling and Other Tales of Prydain, is also available in hardcover for the first

time in twenty years.In their more than thirty years in print, the Chronicles of Prydain have become the standard of

excellence in fantasy literature for children.The Black Cauldron is a 1966 Newbery Honor Book.

Yum, Yum, Yum Grade K Pre-Decodable / Decodable Book: Harcourt School Publishers Storytown, Hsp , 2006,

015364074X, 9780153640742. 

The Gambling Act 2005 (Fees No. 2) (Scotland) Regulations 2007, Scotland, Scotland. Scottish Executive , 2007,

0110775716, 9780110775715. Enabling power: Gambling Act 2005, ss. 282 (2) (b) (5) (b), 355 (1), sch. 12, paras 2 (e),

15 (2) (a), 16 (2), 24 (3), 30. Issued: 14.06.2007. Made: 06.06.2007. Laid before the Scottish Parliament: 07.06.2007.

Coming into force: 01.08.2007. Effect: None. Territorial extent & classification: S. General

Promoting prosperity: a business agenda for Britain, Commission on Public Policy and British Business , 1997,

0099747618, 9780099747611. 

Sams Teach Yourself Adobe Flash CS4 Professional in 24 Hours. Adobe Reader, Phillip Kerman, Lynn Beighley , ,

0132715430, 9780132715430. In just 24 lessons of one hour or less, you can learn how to design, create, and deploy

high-impact graphics and animation with Adobe Flash CS4 Professional. Using this books straightforward, step-by-step

approach, youll master the skills and technologies you need, from creating interactivity and animation to optimizing and

publishing your Flash movies on the Web. Each lesson builds on what youve already learned, giving you a rock-solid

foundation for real-world success! * Full-color figures and clear step-by-step instructions visually show you how to use

Flash. * Quizzes and Exercises at the end of each chapter help you test your knowledge. * Notes, Tips, and Cautions

provide related information, advice, and warnings. Learn how to * Make the most of the updated Flash interface,

including its new Motion tools * Draw and paint original art in Flash * Use layers and the Library to efficiently organize

your content * Build animations using shape tweening, Flash CS4s new motion tweening, and advanced inverse

kinematics * Create special effects with shapes, filters, and the new Deco Tool * Add interactivity to your Flash movies *

Integrate a wide spectrum of audio and video content * Use ready-built components to create sophisticated content

without programming * Get started with ActionScript 3 * Publish your movies to the Web * Design modular Flash sites

that load quickly and perform well Phillip Kerman is an internationally recognized expert on the use of the Web and

multimedia for training and entertainment. He has frequently presented at Macromedia and Adobe user conferences, and

has taught Flash and other Adobe Web development technologies to working web professionals worldwide. Lynn

Beighley, a freelance web programmer and designer, has written several Flash, Dreamweaver, and Photoshop books and

training CDs. She has worked at Los Alamos National Labs, Palm, and Yahoo! Her dynamic Flash advertisements have

appeared on Yahoo!s home page.
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Holiday Guide to New York City, Susan Barr , 1999, 0967289904, 9780967289908. 

Math! a Four Letter Word: The Self-help Handbook for People who Hate Or Fear Math, Angela Sembera, Michael Hovis ,

1990, 0962703605, 9780962703607. Explores myths about learning mathematics and presents practical methods of

lessening anxiety about learning mathematics.

Immune Power Boosters: Your Key to Feeling Younger, Living Longer, Carlson Wade , 1990, 0134515927,

9780134515922. 

Roughing It In The Bush: A Penguin Group (Canada) Enriched E-Book Black Classic, Susanna Moodie , 2009,

0143174738, 9780143174738. Available for the first time in enriched e-book format, this edition offers visual and

historical insights into Susanna Moodie's writing via electronic weblinks. Like a full-colour footnote, select words and

phrases throughout the book are links to websites that contain a wealth of additional information, pictures, definitions

and historical information that gives context to the text. Now, with the click of a mouse, you can investigate the world of

Moodie's Upper Canada without having to leave your screen. Roughing It in the Bush, first published in 1852, helped to

destroy British illusions about life in Upper Canada. Susanna Moodie described a life of backbreaking labour, poverty, and

hardship on a pioneer farm in the colonial wilderness. Her sharp observations, satirical character sketches, and moments

of despair and terror were a startling contrast to the widely circulated optimistic accounts of life in British North America,

written to entice readers across the Atlantic. The spontaneity, wit, and candour of Moodies account of life on a

backwoods farm give Roughing It in the Bush enduring appeal. "Roughing It in the Bush" is an extraordinarily detailed

record of pioneer life. It is also a journey of exploration and revelation into Moodies own character, as we watch her

grow from ill-prepared immigrant to spirited survivor." Charlotte Gray

Concrete Hell: Urban Warfare From Stalingrad to Iraq, Louis A. DiMarco , 2012, 1782003134, 9781782003137.

Throughout history cities have been at the center of warfare, from sieges to street-fighting, from peace-keeping to coups

de mains. Sun Tzu admonished his readers of The Art of War that the lowest realization of warfare was to attack a

fortified city. Indeed, although strategists have advised against it across the millennia, armies and generals have been

forced nonetheless to attack and defend cities, and victory has required that they do it well.In Concrete Hell, Louis

DiMarco has provided a masterful study of the brutal realities of urban warfare, of what it means to seize and hold a city

literally block by block. Such a study could not be more timely. We live in an increasingly urbanizing world, a military

unprepared for urban operations is unprepared for tomorrow. Di Marco masterfully studies the successes and failures of

past battles in order to provide lessons for today's tacticians.

From Lucky to Smart: Leadership Lessons from QuikTrip, Chester Cadieux , 2008, 0979834511, 9780979834516. From

Lucky to Smart: Leadership Lessons from QuikTrip is a thoughtful, down-to-earth book that addresses the broad range of

business decisions that spanned 50 years of growth. From the trials of rapid expansion to the groundbreaking
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introduction of self-service fountain drinks, Cadieux honestly explores the importance of addressing constant changes in

the marketplace. He also underscores the importance of recognizing that the people serving the public'the store

employees'are the heart of the organization.

Employment Discrimination Redress, Bruce McKenzie , 1988, 0961980206, 9780961980207. 

The Health Revolution, Ross Horne , 1985, 0959442383, 9780959442380. 

Healing and Restoration, Helen Bolton , 2003, . Healing and Restoration is a collection of Christian inspirational poetry

and meditations. It is suitable for mailing to family and friends who are going through illness or difficult times.

Nigger for Life, Neal Hall (M.D.) , 2009, 0972973044, 9780972973045. A critically acclaimed anthology of verse, Nigger

For Life reflects the painful, later life discovery of Neal Hall, M.D., that in unspoken America, race is the one thing on

which he is first judged, by which he is first measured, first against which his life and accomplishments are metered

diminished value, dignity and equality. All of which have everything to do with accessing choice, opportunity, power and

freedom in America. Nigger For Life reveals Dr. Hall's deep sense of betrayal combined with his fervent passion for life

and equality for all. His words pierce through in candid, gut wrenching clarity. He bares his intelligence, wit and dreams.

The Day My Publisher Turned Into a Dog, Gail Morgan , 1989, 0947245022, 9780947245023. 

Life of Emotions, Robert Lee Young, A'nyo Jynnings , 2009, 097685404X, 9780976854043. This poetry book Life of

Emotions does just that. It touches each emotion. Some poems will make you laugh, cry or just make you feel great.

Robert Young and A'nyo wants you to know: Whethers you are stopping through. The rules of my heart still applies

How to Make War: A Comprehensive Guide to Modern Warfare, James F. Dunnigan , 1983, 0688019757,

9780688019754. 

Intentions of the Earl, Book 1, Rose Gordon , 2012, 1935171984, 9781935171980. Will he secure his future by ruining

hers, or will she ruin his plans by securing him? A new twist on the old fortune hunter plot puts an impoverished earl in a

position to gain his fortune only by ruining an innocent's reputation without offering marriage. The innocent he's

selected, however, has no plans to settle for anything less than marriage and will go to almost any length to secure him.

With no other means for an income, the impoverished Andrew Black, Earl of Townson, makes an agreement that will put

a definite end his eight year poverty streak. But, in order to gain his fortune he must do only one simple thing: ruin an

innocent young lady's reputation enough to make her flee to America. Brooke Banks isn't interested in marriage, or so

she thinks. She came to London to have a good time, and that's exactly what she's doing. Widely known for her tendency

to flout the rules, she suspects nothing when a handsome stranger appears on her doorstep. Thirteen days, a handful of

kisses and one scandalous situation later, Andrew and Brooke will have to choose to stick to their original plans, or decide

if a life together is worth the risk.

Primrose's Great Escape, Diane Redmond , 2001, . 
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Balamory: Weather - A Shaped Board Book, RHCB , 2004, 0099475839, 9780099475835. What kind of day is it in

Balamory today? Open up this delightful board book to find out ...Snow, wind, rain or sunCome inside and have some fun

Hamied doen sy bes, Adam Coleman, Stimie , 1995, 0195713354, 9780195713350. 

Economics Today: International Edition, Roger LeRoy Miller , 2012, 013268005X, 9780132680059. Miller's Economics

Today remains committed to providing readers with discussion and coverage of the most current issues and events.

Given the immense changes in our economy, this sixteenth edition of Economics Today addresses what has occurred and

discusses the importance of today's major economic issues.

Strategic Management: Concepts and Cases, Fred R. David , 2001, 0130269956, 9780130269959. The most widely used

strategic management text in the world is now better than ever! Fred R. Davids revision of his popular text gives students

of all levels a thorough and interesting introduction to strategic management - one that will show you the value and the

excitement of the field. Now with a greater emphasis on the use of technology and international strategic management,

this eighth edition includes fascinating new cases, a useful model, handy matrices, and much more: *A new box on e-

commerce appears in every chapter *A new Cohesion Case featuring America Online illustrates key concepts at the end

of each chapter *Up-to-date international coverage has been integrated throughout the text *Over 50 Experiential

Exercises that help you learn new management skills *A practical - not theoretical - orientation that shows you how to

apply what youre reading about *Available with Mastering Strategy - the most extensive cross-platform business

education resource in the world *MYPHLIP - Prentice Halls industry standard Web gives you one-click access to all of the

resources created by our award-winning team of educators.

Nurses at the Front: Writing the Wounds of the Great War, Margaret R. Higonnet , 2001, 1555534848, 9781555534844.

Ellen N. La Motte (1873-1961) and Mary Borden (1886-1968) are two of the best known American nurses who wrote

about their experiences working in the same field hospital on the Western Front during World War I. La Motte's The

Backwash of War (1916) and Borden's The Forbidden Zone (1929) present in powerful, vivid, and often haunting prose

each woman's acute observations of the stark realities of battle and the severe conditions under which military medicine

is practiced. Now representative selections from these classic texts are published for the first time in one volume. Linked

by parallel themes and narrative approaches, the episodes recounted by La Motte and Borden expose the intense, horrific

world of the surgical wards and operating rooms. Revealing the moral dilemmas faced by those who make decisions

about the lives and deaths of soldiers, they describe the ethical contradictions of saving men who will return to the

trenches to kill or be killed. Written from the perspective of both observer and actor, these compelling sketches often

shift from shocking realism to irony, as they invite the reader to enter the nurses' harsh world and to understand their

professional and personal struggles. In addition, the depictions of men's suffering challenge institutional indifference to

the human costs of war.
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Pharmacotherapeutics for Advanced Practice: A Practical Approach, Volume 536, Virginia Poole Arcangelo, Andrew M.

Peterson , 2006, 0781757843, 9780781757843. This advanced pharmacotherapeutics text for nurse practitioners and

physician assistants offers guidelines on prescribing drugs for over 50 common diseases and disorders. The book is

organized by disorder rather than drug class and includes algorithms and case studies that illustrate critical thinking

aspects of prescribing, such as drug selection, lifespan considerations, therapeutic drug monitoring, adverse reactions,

unexpected outcomes, and when to change therapy. This Second Edition has new chapters on oncologic disorders and

complementary and alternative medicines. Improved case studies reflect more realistic practice issues in decision-making.

Additional areas addressed include food-drug interactions, dietary considerations, and concerns regarding geriatric

patients.

The Mersey Girls, Katie Flynn , 2011, 1446455858, 9781446455852. Spring 1913, and seventeen-year-old Evie Murphy is

leaving her native Ireland for the city of Liverpool with her baby daughter Linnet - but leaving Linnet's frail twin, Lucy,

behind. These are mixed fortunes ahead for Evie, and while Lucy grows up in the beautiful Irish countryside, Linnet is all

too often forced to throw herself on the mercy of the enormous, impoverished Sullivan family. Life in a slum court during

the thirties is far from easy -but when tragedy strikes it becomes the only existence possible for Linnet. Destitute, she

disappears into the Liverpool slums like an teardrop in an ocean. Lucy, meanwhile, urgently needs her sister by her side.

But she has little idea, when she leaves the farm and sets off to look for Linnet, how their meeting will change their lives

for ever. . .

Soldier Five: The Real Truth about the Bravo Two Zero Mission, Mike Coburn , 2004, 184018907X, 9781840189070.

SOLDIER FIVE is an elite soldier's explosive memoir of his time within the Special Air Service (SAS) and, in particular, his

experiences during the 1991 Gulf War. As a member of the Special Forces patrol now famously known by its call sign

Bravo Two Zero, he and seven others were inserted hundreds of kilometres behind enemy lines. Their mission to

reconnoitre targets, undertake surveillance of Scud missil sites and sabotage Iraqi communications links was to end in

desperate failure.From the outset, the patrol was dogged by problems that contributed both directly and indirectly to the

demise of the mission. The patrol's compromise, and subsequent attempts to evade Iraqi troops, resulted in four

members of Bravo Two Zero being captured and a further three killed. One escaped. But the story goes further that the

Gulf War itself. Despite numerous books, films and articles on the same subject, the British Government has done its

utmost to thwart the release of SOLDIER FIVE, at one stage claiming the book in its entirety was confidential. A

campaign of harassment that took some four and a half years of litigation to resolve has now resulted in this

controversial publication. SOLDIER FIVE is a gripping and suspenseful account of one man's experiences as a Special

Forces soldier. Revealing his conflicts and loyalties, and the relationships he forged both on and off the battlefield, this

book is the resolution of a soldier's determined fight to see his story told.
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Old Faithful Inn: Crown Jewel of National Park Lodges, Karen Wildung Reinhart , 2004, 0967981417, 9780967981413. In

this tribute to the first "parkitecture" icon of the west, readers will learn about Yellowstone National Park's early history

(tourism and the railroad), the inn's construction, the inn's charm and entertainment, bears around the geyser basin,

famous people at the inn, behind the scenes, employee stories, the 1959 earthquake, the 1988 fires, historic and planned

renovations, and much more.

The Man Program: Self-Help Counseling for Child Molesters, Jerry M. Goffman , 1986, 0961275421, 9780961275426. 

America's National Game: Historical Facts Concerning the Beginning Evolution, Development and Popularity of Baseball

(1911), Albert Goodwill Spalding , 2010, 1166489361, 9781166489366. Due to the very old age and scarcity of this

book, many of the pages may be hard to read due to the blurring of the original text.

Organic Chemistry & Onekey BB Sak Pkg, ANONIMO , 2006, 0132347709, 9780132347709. 
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